Testimonies of Coordinated Stalking by Multiple Persons from
California Residents and Former California Residents
Testimonies of 90 persons include:
• Results of reporting the crimes to law enforcement
• Results from visits to mental health professionals
• Net results on victim’s lives as a result of the crimes
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Date: 7/17/19
Your Full Name: Ilona Gazarova
City: San Francisco
Zip Code: 94103
Please write a brief summary of your experience with coordinated stalking only:
I'm systematically subjected to organized stalking, surveillance and harassment by people in my neighborhood and
countless individuals whenever I leave my home. I am followed on the streets, to stores, parks, restaurants, public
restrooms, doctor appointments, and every other place I go to. I was under surveillance and bullied at three different
places of employment. I am also stalked by perpetrators in vehicles. Tracking appears to be accomplished with the
help of devices the perpetrators carry in backpacks, by watching, and use of cell phones which they always have in
hand and often point in my direction. When going places I looked up online or mentioned in a phone conversation,
there will be people standing around that place when I arrive, all looking directly at me, with cellphones in hand. If
I'm walking into a building, two to three of those waiting, will walk in with me. These perpetrators often make eye
contact to let me know I'm being watched. I have constant interference with normal flow of daily life, making almost
every task difficult or impossible. Perpetrators can access all of my online communication, bank and credit card
statements, my online medical record, pharmacy prescriptions, cell phone texts, and listen to all conversations. I have
frequent problems with electronics, internet, and cable. I cancelled my Facebook account because of online bullying.
I've had break-ins with personal belongings misplaced or items planted. All of this causes me to feel acute stress. I
was diagnosed with PTSD.
Please describe your experience if/when you reported the crimes to law enforcement.
I didn't file a police report.
Please describe your experience of being misdiagnosed by mental health professionals if
applicable:
I was misdiagnosed as being delusional, paranoid, bipolar disorder, schizoaffective disorder, and as being hypervigilant. Taking psychotropic medications hasn't made a difference. I continued to experience organized stalking.
Being organized stalked at my job and outside of it, took it's toll on me and I was fired after missing too many days at
work. I subsequently moved to Florida in 2011 to stay with my sister. I experienced some organized stalking while I
was in Florida, as well. My organized stalking resumed when I moved back to San Francisco, four months later
Please briefly describe the resulting effects upon your life:
Because of surveillance, coordinated stalking and electronic hacking, I don't go outside alone. I stayed indoors for
two years, with the exception of doctor appointments. I've accumulated debt as a result of long-term unemployment,
and have financial hardship. I feel I've completely lost my freedom and privacy. I don't have a normal social life and
feel very isolated.
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Date: 08/06/2019
First Name: Emily
Last Name: Bliziotes
City: Jacksonville
US States: CA
Zip: 28540
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I have been stalked and manipulated in a coordinated fashion by persons unknown to me. They have used drugging,
psychological tactics, and violent methods:, busted fuse boxes via hit and run, breaking and entering, harassment,
constant photos of my person for no reason, indirect and odd comments.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I've reported this to the FBI multiple times, the CIA, crime stoppers, Interpol, the police and crisis centers. None of
which had done anything yet.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I was forced into a mental health rehab for a week for no reason (I was feeling ill) and still diagnosed as fine and sane
once I left the rehab. I have a whole notebook of misdiagnoses.
Resulting effects on your life:
Poor quality of life, loss of jobs, abuse, loss of belongings, friends, estranged family. Loss of finances, etc.
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Date: 08/07/2019
First Name: Dominic
Last Name: Friscia
City: Santa Clarita
US States: CA
Zip: 91350
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes, I have been stalked and harassed by public who attempt to police my speech. I have been harassed to keep me in
a negative, depressed state and have been attacked on a highway.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I have submitted a tip to FBI.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes.
Resulting effects on your life:
It has destroyed my life, made me isolated and depressed with no financial security.
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Date: 08/07/2019
First Name: Maya
Last Name: Solis
City: Oakley
US States: CA
Zip: 94561
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I have experienced coordinated stalking as a citizen living in California. It took me a long time to figure out what was
going on in my life and why I kept having these bizarre experiences with people in my local area.
As a female, it has been terrorizing and has made living a daily life a constant concern. There were people around
the town whom I did not know, but they knew all about me. They would say things to me only someone who knew
me would know. They would follow me when I went go to work, home, school, or anywhere else. I finally could not
take anymore and moved out of the area. The harassment stopped temporarily, but started up again after a few
months at the new location.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I alerted law enforcement to the situation and was told that since I did not show any signs of being harassed, stalked
or physically injured, that maybe I didn't really have a problem.
This was with the police department in the City of Martinez several different times in 2015-2017.
The officers that I spoke with were doubtful that what I was saying was actually happening. I had to call them several
times after finding people on my property that I did not know. They would come out or I would have to go down to
the police department to file a report.
If a victim doesn't have proof of credible threat of violence or doesn't know the names of the parties involved in
organized stalking, the court will not approve a restraining order. The language in the temporary restraining order
describing prohibited behavior is clear and it is the same behavior that is going on in organized stalking.
My experience through the courts regarding temporary restraining orders, domestic violence vs civil harassment,
showed me the areas of the law that do not protect the victims. In a civil harassment restraining order, there is a
requirement to show a credible threat of violence.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I did not seek assistance from a mental health professional. The experiences I had with local law enforcement was
enough to show me that it would not be in my best interest to seek any kind of assistance.
Resulting effects on your life:
Organized stalking has changed my life tremendously. I no longer live freely or feel safe. I have had so much stress
over this. It has caused me problems at work, where I live and with my family and friends. For a long time, I think my
family and friends thought I was losing my mind. I have experienced stalking before in a domestic violence situation
years ago, and in my opinion, organized stalking produces the same negative PTSD symptoms.
As a victim of this type of harassment, I can tell you that the damage this type of behavior has on a person is
devastating. You feel like you cannot trust anyone. You feel isolated and targeted. You look to law enforcement and
professionals and are told they cannot help you if you don't know who these people are or you do not have proof of
the harassment.
A campaign is needed to enlighten law enforcement officers to this type of organized stalking and a law needs to be
put forth to protect the victims this is happening to. No one deserves to go through this type of harassment. I no
longer can live alone, I am afraid. I no longer take any trips by myself. I stopped driving in town. This type of
stalking scared me to the very core and I still have a hard time being out in public, in crowds, or even out at the store.
It is so stressful and intimidating, and must stop immediately.
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Date: 07/20/2019
First Name: Jacqueline
Last Name: Domnitz
City: Millbrae
US States: CA
Zip: 94030-2917
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
The stalking started slowly with just a couple of men. They watched me constantly, followed me to restaurants, but
did not order food. Followed me in daily activities, e.g., grocery stores, pharmacies, medical appointments, 3-day stay
in hospital.
In 2014, the stalking got much more intense with many people overtly following me, blocking my entry/exit from
work and home and everywhere I traveled daily. Some covered their license plates or removed their plates. Many
used personalized license plates with my nickname JAX. Subsequently, the same vehicle would follow me, with the
same driver and with what appeared to be the same car with a different, switched license plate.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
EVENT ONE: In 2018, I reported the stalking to Burlingame police Dept. An officer came to my office and
chastised me for calling him. I told the officer that one of my stalkers was a tenant who drove a limo, whose office
was in my building. The suspect would block my entry into the parking lot. He also drove a vehicle without plates.
He followed me constantly. The officer did not investigate anything.
EVENT TWO: In 2018, I reported a second stalking by another tenant in my building. The suspect followed me
when I went to lunch, blocked and followed me when I got off work. The Burlingame Police officer scolded me and
offered to take me to a mental ward and be admitted into a hospital. He asked me for my husband's phone number
and called him. The officer told my husband "to take care of the matter" but the officer did not tell my husband
what 'the matter' was. My husband was very upset and frightened. I did not receive due process in either situation. I
was treated in a misogynist, hateful manner.
The automobile vandalism started in 2016.
In February 2016, I had a slice in a tire. $350
In April 2016, a “keyed” door on passenger side $2500
In November 2016, another keyed door on driver side. $2500
In January 2017, a deliberate hit and run by a driver with a dealer plate. Over $4,000 damage.
In March 2017, an item thrown in road causing damage by hateful driver. Over $5,000 damage
In July 2017, a scratched door, causing $1500 damage
In October 2017, a cracked windshield $250 damage.
In January 2, 2018, 3 nails in my tire. I bought a Model 3 that same day. The car was vandalized at the Tesla
dealership parking lot. $400 damage
In March 2018, a car hood thrown in road causing damage $4,000.
In June 2018, a punctured tire. $400
In July 2018, stolen hose from pool house $20.
In January 2019, another punctured tire $400.
In June 2019, a car part thrown in road causing $4,000 damage.
In July 2019, a puncture in tire causing $400 damage
In August 2019, a chemical poured on windshield causing damage $50 in cleaning chemicals to get it out.
In August 2019, another chemical poured on rear glass - $0 damage – rubbed it out. (cont’d)
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Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No.
Resulting effects on your life:
As a result of the stalkers in my building in Burlingame, where my office is located, I do not work there on a daily
basis. I moved my work to my Home Office in Millbrae. I do not socialize because of the interference and false
accusations. I have become more reclusive and stay home. I do as much as possible from my Home Office.
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Date: 08/07/2019
First Name: Nemia
Last Name: Masina
City: San Francisco
US States: CA
Zip: 94124
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I am being stalked at my work and in my community. Nude photos of me have been uploaded on random electronic
devices such as cpu's, laptops, and cell phones to slander, discredit, and harass me. They sent nude photos of me to
random mobile phones, including my daughter's.There have been break-ins at my living quarters with property
destroyed, rearranged, but nothing stolen. A stranger came to my home, rang my doorbell and shot at me, my son
and wife when we answered the door.
They made up a profile of me slandering me and discrediting me in society. Not only has it occurred in my
community, but also in my place of work with my coworkers. I am labeled a sex offender when I've NEVER been
charged or incarcerated with those offenses. There's noise campaign in front of my house with random vehicles
revving their loud engines or honking their horns in front of my home.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes. To both local law enforcement and FBI
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I went to the hospital for a wellness check, and was diagnosed as paranoid and schizophrenic
Resulting effects on your life:
It has caused me severe stress, PTSD, and I was driven to homelessness. I've been blacklisted and as a result, have not
been able to find work.
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Date: 08/06/2019
First Name: Kevin
Last Name: Middleton
City: Trona
US States: CA
Zip: 93562
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I have experienced coordinated stalking at my home, on my way to my family's home in Missouri, at my friends'
homes, at grocery stores, and my favorite bar. I was stalked on my way to and from Arizona. I experience this 24 hrs,
7 days a week. I cannot go anywhere without this coordinated Stalking occurring.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I have not contacted the Police or any other Agencies. Police were first to make contact with me, and I knew better
than to file a complaint with them.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I have not been diagnosed.
Resulting effects on your life:
As a result, I have a hard time trusting people. The bottom line is because of this Coordinated Stalking, my life will
never be the same.
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Date: 08/06/2019
First Name: Ecaterina
Last Name: Diaconescu
City: Santa Monica
US States: CA
Zip: 90405
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I am being gang stalked on a daily basis, being “gassed” with chemical weapons (evidence available via saliva
samples and hair samples) in my own apartment and on the streets of Santa Monica.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes, I filed numerous police reports and provided indisputable evidence to no avail.
Please tell us if you moved due to the stalking:
I have moved 5 times trying to escape these criminals. Please help!
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
N/A
Resulting effects on your life:
It has destroyed my life. I am a prisoner in my own home. I’m trying to survive the best I can. These criminals must
be stopped at all cost.
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Date: 08/06/2019
First Name: Jorge
Last Name: Vazquez
City: Palm Springs
US States: CA
Zip: 92264
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I experience intimidation, assaults, set-ups, and gaslighting. I am followed 24/7 and I'm constantly told that I'm a
pedophile. I had threats made against my family and break-ins in my house until I was homeless.
On 1-12-18 I was set-up to unknowingly commit a crime and was arrested. I was told by a former neighbor and a
fake friend that the only way for me to report the crime was to go outside the state.They lent me use a car and I
drove to Arizona. I waited for the Sheriff to arrive and told him what was happening, but he ignored my complaint
and arrested me instead because the car I drove was reported stolen. The sheriff told me that I was not "Jorge
Vazquez" and on his report he falsely added that I was arrested before on marijuana charges. (I have his report)
I enforced my Miranda rights, but the organized stalking and harassment continued at La Paz Adult Detention
Facility in Parker AZ. When I refused to sign any documents, they dragged me to a room while I was handcuffed,
stripped me completely naked, threw me on the floor and assaulted me. I sustained bodily injuries and was placed in
solitary confinement for three days. They refused me medical attention and I almost lost my leg. My case was abuse
of due process under the color of law with malicious prosecution.
My case was dismissed on 5-9-19. When I got out on 5-29-18, the guard threatened me that if I do not sign the
papers which I refused to sign at the beginning, he would not release me. They also conducted a search without my
consent or knowledge and seized some of my property including evidence to prove my case in court. My public
defender and prosecutor tried to declare me mentally incompetent to stand trial three times (rule 11) and each time
the results were that I'm sufficiently competent to stand trial. I complained to the state bar and they were disciplined.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Every time I wanted to reported to Palm Springs Police Department, they would say the detective was busy and
another officer would just ignore me. I contacted in person the assistant district attorney and she ignored me. When I
got out of jail, I filed a complaint with government agencies and on September 2018 I was contacted by FBI special
agent Michael Morgan from the Palm Springs office and opened an investigation. I tried to contact him about my
case, but he told me that my case was transferred to the Phoenix office. I was not given a case number. The status of
the case is unknown. The coordinated stalking has stopped since I spoke to FBI.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No Never.
Resulting effects on your life:
They have destroyed my life and the life of my daughters for no reason, as I'm a great citizen. I have been homeless
for 4 years now and I can't get a job. I now realize that the constitution, the bill of rights and the law are not for
everyone, and there has been no justice. I'm traumatized, hurt, frustrated, and angry with the government because
there is so much information about organized stalking, but there is no help for the victims.
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Date: 08/06/2019
First Name: Patrick
Last Name: Funch
City: Clovis
US States: CA
Zip: 93619
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Stalked by people in vehicles, even when travelling to other cities in California. Stalkers in vehicles with one
headlight turned off in Eugene, OR.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I sent a letter to the Fresno FBI office and have reported it to their online tips over 20 times.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes, I was diagnosed with Schizophrenia and my medication costs $2,500 per month.
Resulting effects on your life:
Destroyed my ability to live a long life and prosper.
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Date: 06/01/2019
First Name: Jeremiah
Last Name: Ivie
City: Chula Vista
US States: CA
Zip: 91910
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I am experiencing organized stalking. There is no place to go for help. We need a bill passed that protects us from
these serious human rights abuses
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?:
I contacted the Chula Vista police regarding this matter. I contacted Chula Vista City Council many times with
information regarding this ongoing crime, but they ignored me. Finally, they tried to confine me in mental ward, so I
stopped trying to get help from them.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?:
Yes, I have been misdiagnosed with schizophrenia by the state of California and was forced to take harmful
medication.
Resulting effects on your life:
The stalking has degraded my life in many ways. Financial, social, physical pretty much all aspects of my life have
been degraded.
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Date: 08/05/2019
First Name: Lorenzetta and Lillian
Last Name: Whitfield
City: Lancaster
US States: CA
Zip: 93535
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Groups of drivers nearly cause traffic accidents on freeways, highways and roads. Being followed in stores, medical
offices and pharmacy. My sister and I are surrounded by strangers in an aggressive manner to the point where we
simply leave the store without purchasing our needed items.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
8/5/19: Lillian went to Palmdale CA sheriff regarding organized stalking and cell phone interception.
6/4/19: Lancaster CA sheriff. Tried to report people near our residence door (no police report taken).
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Myself (Lorenzetta Whitfield) misdiagnosed by a Nurse Practitioner, Nicolette Alexander
Resulting effects on your life:
1. Lillian Whitfield end stage kidney failure
2.
3.
4.
5.
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No assistance from law enforcement
Doctors say to go see a mental health doctor
If we lived alone we would be isolated
Lorenzetta Whitfield is unable to get SSI payments. She is homeless and greatly struggles to cope with life.

Date: 08/05/2019
First Name: Tim
Last Name: Bryan
City: Thousand Oaks
US States: CA
Zip: 91360
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I am a victim of organized stalking.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I have reported my experiences to various police officers. My last police report was in May 2019 at the Simi Valley
police station.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes, I have been diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder. I believe this to be completely false.
Resulting effects on your life:
This experience has been catastrophic and devastating. I can barely make a living compared to being extremely
successful 10 years ago.
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Date: 08/08/2019
First Name: Yvette
Last Name: Basica
City: San Pedro
US States: CA
Zip: 90731
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I have organized stalking everyday that I leave my house. They follow me in cars and on foot inside the stores that I
go to, or if I take a walk. My phone is tapped.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
They tried to lock me up in a psych ward when I had physical symptoms. I was later placed on a psych hold three
times when I tried to reach out to police, lawyers and doctors.
I’ve been labeled schizophrenic and now placed under mental health conservatorship where I’m forced to take
medication. I am not a schizophrenic at all. This is psychological torture on a daily basis. They now have have me
labeled mentally ill so I don’t speak out and get the help that I deserve.
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Date: 08/09/2019
First Name: Eurdis
Last Name: Gonzales
City: Tujunga
US States: CA
Zip: 91042
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes. Experience organized stalking at restaurants, Walmart, hospitals, streets, Greyhound, churches, etc.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
FBI, Fire Department
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I have mild dyslexia so when stressed it effects my communications skills. Describing situation is used as a means of
discrediting me.
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Date: 08/08/2019
First Name: Ciara
Last Name: Reyes
City: Los Angeles
US States: CA
Zip: 91702
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No
Resulting effects on your life:
My marriage has been destroyed.
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Date: August 22, 2019
First Name: Constance
Last Name: Rose
City: Pacifica
State: CA
Zip code: 94044
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes. Coordinated stalking and harassment by multiple persons. Break-ins to home and car, whereby items are moved
around. One time some clothing was cut with scissors. Another time a plastic juice bottle was left in my home (I don’t
drink juice) A pet was kidnapped from my home and tortured. Noise campaigns constantly, disturbing not only me,
but all neighbors within a few blocks. This consists of: loud revving engines, the vehicles circling surrounding streets
and particularly under my balcony; chronic barking dogs; leaf blowers and power tools; chronic hammering. It
should be noted that this noise campaign escalates if I sit outside on my deck.
My last computer was hacked with perpetrators accessing it remotely. I have since bought a new computer, which I
keep with me at all times. This with Spyware and VPN seems to have stopped the hacking or I am not aware of it.
In-home surveillance has been prevalent. Multiple persons who I don’t know mirror my home activities in public.
Example: I do yoga most mornings. Stalkers in public will put themselves in my path and do poses that I did that
morning. Many more examples available.
I experience road bullying on an ongoing basis. Several times have almost been driven off road.
Slander is also prevalent. This is obvious when people say things to me like the following: “you are a sick, sick,
woman”. “You are vile and disgusting”. Implications made that I am a sociopath or psychopath. I have no idea what
is being said to people about me and hence have no way to defend myself. This has caused the loss of at least 5 jobs
and more social implications, i.e., ostracizing in many social circles and further harassment. Slander infiltrates
workplace. People have tried to frame me at the workplace.
Framed: I was framed to appear that I had done credit card fraud. The allegation was that I stole a credit card from
a housemate’s mail, and then took the card to an ATM and withdrew the entire balance of $300.00. I was never
arrested because bank ATMs have cameras. I have never been to the bank where this supposedly happened.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I have not reported the entire phenomenon. However, somebody with a large tow truck parked it under my balcony
(residential area) and would just rev the engine for hours, day after day. Emissions from the truck were so
overwhelming that my home was immersed in fumes even with the door closed. I filed 6 reports with the Pacifica
police. Truck usually left right after I would call the police. Finally the perpetrator stopped after several months of
this. Of note is that I made a lot of videos of this truck and the police refused to view them.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes. Moved over 10 times trying to escape.
Have you been misdiagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes
Resulting effects on your life:
Unable to keep a full time job due to slander, which creates workplace harassment and ostracizing. Before this I was
a professional with my own corporation and had upper middle class income. All clients abandoned my business.
Because of this was rendered homeless and also placed on 5150 hold when I had a crying spell at a shelter due to
being overwhelmed by the entire situation. Never would I have thought I would be homeless in my life. Anxiety,
some paranoia and ongoing PTSD. I now have an auto-immune disorder, which I think is directly due to the
enormous stress from coordinated stalking. Tendency to isolate and social life has vanished. Friends either don’t
believe me or are frightened it will happen to them.
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Date: 08/09/2019
First Name: Brenda
Last Name: Ruscigno
City: Nice
US States: CA
Zip: 95464
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes. Reported organized stalking to the FBI and local police.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes. Reported stalking to psychiatrists.
Resulting effects on your life:
The effects are horrific. I feel isolated, malaise and have PTSD.
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Date: 08/10/2019
First Name: John
Last Name: Viray
City: San Bruno
US States: CA
Zip: 94066
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I started noticing I was being followed by random people on foot and in vehicles at the former condo complex I lived
at, at work, in the streets, at stores, and etc.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
No. I have not.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I was hospitalized at Kaiser Permanente's Santa Clara behavioral hospital for informing the Kaiser psychiatric
department in San Francisco that I was being stalked by strangers.
Resulting effects on your life:
I have lost my job of 10 years due to workplace stalking. I was forced to sell my home, my wife wants to divorce me,
friends and relatives distancing themselves or treating me in a cold manner, and of course the mental trauma of
being a targeted person.
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Date: 08/10/2019
First Name: Lisa
Last Name: Tyree
City: Carson
US States: CA
Zip: 90745
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?:
One time two men were sitting in a red car, plain clothed, when I overheard them saying "Let's see where she goes."
Once they knew my whereabouts & routine, from that they intercepted my letters to POTUS Trump. I saw them get
out of a little car taking the letters out of the mailbox.
They even prevented me from going to the library. A plain clothed man met me at the door & said "Lisa go home."
In another incident, a man dressed in a work uniform was giving me a cold stare and was hanging out in the dining
room at breakfast. He later got to my laundry, when I put it in. He had sliced my bra open with his knife. I know this
because he was right there in the laundry room & offered to clean the vent with his knife, which he did. I discovered
it later.
Resulting effects on your life:
I have 5 pages describing what they've done.This all serves to makes me feel like I have no privacy. I feel powerless
despite what I've done about the situation politically. I have to go about cleaning up their messes or live with the
results. So, it causes me depression, anxiety and insomnia.
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Date: 08/11/2019
First Name: Alexander Wilhem
Last Name: Albrecht
US States: CA
Zip: 92065
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes I believe I have, but I have no proof.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes, and a highly religious mental health officer offered me hospitalization.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes, I believe their goal was to pump me up full of medications.
Resulting effects on your life:
I cant keep a basic job or keep up at school. My body is swollen from the extra stress, I have lost IQ points, I am
always angry because of the distractions that I can hear from earshot.
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Date: 08/11/2019
First Name: Alexander
Last Name: Albrecht
City: Poway
US States: CA
Zip: 92064
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Organized stalking is used against me, and stalkers use anything to demotivate and convince others I have mental
health disorders.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
In 2018, I reported stalkers, I was assumed to be hallucinating.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes, my stress levels raised to where I needed to see a doctor. I was observed and prescribed antipsychotics . I was not
given a brain scan.
Resulting effects on your life:
Everything is more difficult. I regrettably fantasize about suicide. Basic work is more difficult, school is more difficult,
and my relationships are poor.
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Date: 08/11/2019
First Name: Kareem
Last Name: Bahbah
City: Duarte
US States: CA
Zip: 91010
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Only when I was arrested under the pretense of being a schizophrenic.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes, I have been to many psychiatrists and medical doctors and have expressed to them my truth only to be doubted.
Resulting effects on your life:
I am highly educated and highly in debt for my education. I cannot work due to sleep deprivation and constant
harassment. Not to mention being mentally exhausted. I have lost all that I worked for including 401k's, home and
car.
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Date: 08/11/2019
First Name: Patricia
Last Name: Berlin
City:
Mission Viejo
US States: CA
Zip: 92691
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I was stalked everywhere I went. Stores and any place of business. I went out dancing with my boyfriend 3 nights per
week. High end dinner and dancing. Also was always stalked there and even sat down with our group to try to bully
me. When I got there, there they were. Even lunch at PM market. Always followed. Could not shop without being
followed.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I did not report to police. I reported it online to FBI.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals
No
Resulting effects on your life:
Creates fear and affects all aspects of your life and difficult sleeping. Always looking over your shoulder and feeling
hopeless at times.
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Date: 08/11/2019
First Name: Jack
Last Name: Berlin
City: Mission Viejo
US States: CA
Zip: 92691-3841
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?:
No
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No
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Date: 08/11/2019
First Name: Diana
Last Name: Smitherman
City: San Marcos
US States: CA
Zip: 92069
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
At the beginning I thought it was random. The person would make eye contact when they identified me on the
streets, then would leave immediately. I didn't know why. Then it became more suspicious when I traveled to other
places, even out of the country and randomly would see the stalkers. They would only make a gesture of identifying
me and leave. I've tried confronting them, but they denied it or avoid any confrontation, gaslighting me. It's come to
the point of an invasion of privacy and harassing me.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
In 2015 I made a report to the FBI about it. It was a forensic psychologist for the FBI and she was recording the
conversation on her cell phone and just said that I need to go first to the sheriff's department first. She would make
any notification about the coordinated stalking.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes, I got medboarded (MEDICAL EVALUATION BOARD?) from the military as a paranoid schizophrenic, but at
the same time I was made fun of for getting out of the military. I was forced to take medication even when I asked
and argued that this wasn't fair.
Resulting effects on your life:
My friends were starting to treat me differently. I don't have a love life, job or career. I can't study when I try, as I get
harassed. I live only off the VA disabilities. I get migraines. I used to be physically fit. I'm being monitored 24/7. I
have been raped and threatened. Doctors just beat around the bush.
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Date: 08/13/2019
First Name: Rebecca
Last Name: Warren
City: San Jose
US States: CA
Zip: 95125
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I stopped an organization from stealing an enormous amount of data from a major corporate conglomerate where I
worked. Almost instantly I started being stalked by multiple unknown persons out of the south bay and lost my job,
my place to live and my car. I now have debilitating PTSD in regards to this event. It's completely unfair and should
be stopped.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
The crime was reported to the San Jose Police Department around March of 2019.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes
Resulting effects on your life:
I don't have a job now and I'm living with my parents, 5 hours away from my kids.
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Date: 08/12/2019
First Name: Steve
Last Name: Granite
City: Sacramento
US States: CA
Zip: 95825
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I am stalked by different people everywhere and anywhere around the clock!
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes, it just makes it worse!
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, just makes it worse!
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No
Resulting effects on your life:
It ruined my life. I have nothing, just barely surviving. I’m also under severe surveillance, and a lot more life
destroying horrors!
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Date: 08/12/2019
First Name: Jessica
Last Name: Garro
City: Los Angeles
US States: CA
Zip: 90403
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I have experienced organized stalking either on foot, in a car, or traveling on a bus, plane, and train.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes, when I reached out to the police for help I was ignored or it was played down. I have not been taken seriously.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, I have moved multiple times. I have stayed in hotel rooms where I was followed. Tried renting multiple different
homes, rooms and apartments, but within a few days I was surrounded by the organized stalking individuals.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I have not been diagnosed with any mental health issues
Resulting effects on your life:
As a result of the stalking I have become fearful to leave my house. Being followed everywhere and not knowing who
will try to harm me causes me anxiety.
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Date: 08/13/2019
First Name: Jennifer
Last Name: Burns
City: San Leandro
US States: CA
Zip: 94578
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I was a victim of organized stalking between 2017 and 2018. Almost everyday during this time period I would be
followed by multiple vehicles every time I left my house. These cars would speed up around me, slow down and try to
get me into an accident. The drivers would also point their phones at me showing me they were video taping me. In
addition people would sit in their vehicles on the street where I lived for hours or in the parking lots of anywhere I
would go, watching and waiting for me. Once I would get in my car and leave they would follow me once again.
No matter where they were they would honk their car horns to let me know they were there. Any public place I
would go people would make rude comments trying to provoke me into an argument and would invade my personal
space. Some of these people let me know they knew my personal information. Someone also had access to my
vehicle because I would go outside to see it was totally unlocked even though I knew I had locked it.
My house was broken into multiple times and they would only take small items with very little value. Many times
they took an oil I liked to use. I’d buy I new bottle and they would take it over and over again. On one occasion they
even returned the bottle of oil empty. All my electronic devices were hacked into, even my work computer. They
would make it impossible to use my cell phone because they would press buttons every time I was on a call. Once Hi
was written in the notes of my phone and I did not write it. I had apple reset my phone twice but every time it would
be hacked again. Because of all of this I didn’t feel safe at home or anywhere I would go.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I did not report anything because I didn’t think I had enough evidence and that I would be believed.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
I was living alone and didn’t feel safe so I eventually moved in with my family.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I was very anxious and disturbed by what was happening to me and it was consuming my life. My family didn’t
believe me and thought I needed to get mental health treatment. I went to the hospital and to my surprise was held
under a 5150 even though I was not a danger to anyone. I was misdiagnosed and forced to take medication I did not
need, otherwise they would not release me. Health professionals are unaware that organized stalking is actually
taking place, so they treat you as if you are imagining it. It was a very traumatic experience.
Resulting effects on your life:
The stalking has effected my whole life. It put a strain on my personal relationships with friends and family. I felt
totally alone because no one else understood or believed what I was going through. My mental health was obviously
effected. My career and finances were also ruined. Because of my hospital stay and time off of work I was let go
from my job. Loss of income and unpaid hospital bills have ruined my credit as well.
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Date: 08/15/2019
First Name: Salvador
Last Name: Majano
City: Los Angeles
US States: CA
Zip: 90036
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes, you may ask how? Such tactics as gaslighting, smear campaigns and work place mobbing. Perpetrators are
trained to stalk you and run a smear campaign by telling lies to the community to ruin our characters.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Nope. Never have because this is hard to confront due to its covertness, therefore deeming us as crazy people.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, these perpetrators start the same thing over and over. They go around and tell the neighbors lies to put us at
odds with them, therefore creating distinctions within the communities.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No
Resulting effects on your life:
It has really helped me get closer to Almighty God. I pray that this will come to light, for God is a God of justice as
well, and has a divine plan for humanity. Jesus will return to establish a righteous government, believe it or not.The
result is there will be something amazing on “The day of Redemption.“
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Date: 08/16/2019
First Name: Joseph
Last Name: Diaz
City: Winlock
US States: WA
Zip: 98596
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I was targeted during the entire time I lived in Eureka, CA, and the stalking continued in Woodland, WA where I
was targeted with work place mobbing as well.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I had repeated contacts with Eureka Police Department and Adult Protective Services in Humboldt County
California to report the organized harassment.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, twice.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes
Resulting effects on your life:
My life is completely ruined by the constant targeting, gaslighting, baiting, badgering, etc. I have eliminated all
unnecessary social interactions and became totally reclusive. I have demonstrated to myself that my experiences are
quite real. I have tried to leave whatever evidence I can of my experiences for anyone to see if they look, and I will
be done with humanity, hopefully sooner than later.
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Date: 08/17/2019
First Name: Judith
Last Name: Ellis
City: Los Angeles
US States: CA
Zip: 90036
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Since divorcing my husband (he decided to transgender, thinking he would be happier as a woman) I have
experienced nonstop 3rd party stalking and harassment, vandalism and theft. My ex is part of a wealthy highly
narcissistic family and I soon learned, from the ex-husband of my ex’s sister, that this is what the family does when
someone seeks divorce from one of their clan. He was cut off from their two children, and my ex is trying to do the
same with me.
Our daughter, an only child, has been told that I’ve become psychotic and that I may commit suicide. She is afraid to
talk to me now, feeling that this will upset her too much. During the divorce, my ex hired a woman to help him/her
with our daughter who was 12 at the time. I soon found out from a private detective I hired that this woman came
from an Italian family whose father was an il capo (captain) in the mafia, and my harassment has been extremely
intense and mafia-like in its techniques.
I have lost two cars, three computers, friends, ruined credit, close to $200,000 in scams, more smartphones than I
can count, as well as much, much more. This has ruined my life and alienated my daughter from me. While I don’t
know the people who have stalked me in their cars, I do know many of the people who have swindled or conned me
out of money, ruined my credit or caused me to face homelessness more than once.
I hope to be delivered one day from this horrific nightmare experience. But with my name besmirched at police
departments and attorneys who don’t know what to do with 3rd party harassment, I’ve no idea how to end this
nightmare. I only hope greater public awareness will someday, hopefully soon, make this an easier case to prosecute
and bring responsible parties to justice.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes, but getting needed plausible evidence is difficult at best.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Many, many times. Seven or eight times in nine years. And because of stolen phones, I’ve had many different phone
numbers, losing touch with friends and associates.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes. My sister who incidentally allowed herself to be bought into this program, had one of her sons put me
on 5150 hold, saying I was suicidal, which I was not. When I did check into a hospital because I was so frightened
and feeling like I was falling apart, this same sister informed the hospital staff that I was “acutely psychotic and
delusional”. I was very depressed but not crazy. By the way, this sister also tried losing my dog when her son had me
on 5150. I now know how families can be taken in by the slander spread by these low-life, morally-empty stalkers.
Resulting effects on your life:
It’s been nothing short of hell. I have lost a decade of my life to this insanity. And if I do indeed lose my daughter, I
don’t know what I will do.
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Date: 08/17/2019
First Name Janna
Last Name: Smith
City: Chico
US States: CA
Zip: 95926
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I have been attacked with everything from theft, harassment, strange men with sexual intentions. Complete strangers
and some I had gone to school with shared with me that I need a full body MRI. They demanded me to leave my 33
acre property that we owned or we would be killed. It’s traumatic and devastating. Please help us.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
We have reported it many times.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes. Several times. They still torment and threaten me today.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No. My mental health professionals have said they are sorry that this has happened to me and are told they cannot
help other than give me acknowledgements and prayers.
Resulting effects on your life:
My health, family, career, savings, safety, and trust has been taken away from me. My home, my brother, father and
community are gone. It’s tearing down of my physical and mental health. My faith in God and a few ethical
professionals are what has kept me alive.
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Date: August 17, 2019
First Name: Linda Marie
Last Name: Sharp
US States: Fort Bragg, CA
Zip Code: 95437
Please write a brief summary of your experience with coordinated stalking only.
Many, many occasions, too numerous to count. People have been in my presence that resemble people I knew in the
past or currently know. They are dressed similarly and use mannerisms of the persons they are impersonating. They
will speak about things that are relevant and pertinent to me, indicating that my conversations and privacy have been
heard and invaded. Also, an inordinate number of times vehicles drive around me that are the same make, model
and color of the vehicles of people I once knew or know. If the vehicles aren’t the exact make and model, they will
be very similar. The frequency with which this continues to occur are beyond coincidental.
My vehicle was broken into on numerous occasions. Items were taken and then replaced later. I had looked several
times in the exact places where things should have been and then they reappeared in that place. I believe my home
had been broken into also. A flash drive was stolen.
My cell phone has been hacked numerous times. The camera has been turned on, text messages typed NOT by me,
and phone calls missed because it didn’t ring yet a voice message notification sounded. My phone was next to me
each time this happened and the ring volume was fine. My computer has also been hacked: the cursor moved, web
pages crashed, documents stolen and passwords known by others.
Please describe your experience if/when you reported the crimes to law enforcement.
I went to the Sheriff office to ask if the traffic patterns had changed to being excessively heavy. They could not give
me a conclusive answer of any kind. I didn’t file a report.
Please describe your experience of being misdiagnosed by mental health professionals if applicable.
I was placed on a 5150 hold without being a harm or threat to myself or others. I went to pick up my child at her
father’s home after being away for the weekend. This was a planned arrangement. I have no idea why the Sheriff ’s
Dept. was called. No arguing or fighting had occurred. I believe this was an intentional set up by several people.
Please tell us if you moved due to the stalking.
Yes. I now know about coordinated stalking and what they can do, and did, to harm my life, but at the time I moved
I was unaware of what this was.
Please briefly describe the resulting effects upon your life:
I have been denied employment and became homeless. I was financially ruined and my family offered very little
support and eventually stopped communicating. My lack of trust is substantial. I suffer from trauma.
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Date: 08/17/2019
First Name: Gilbert Joseph
Last Name: Rivera
City: Long Beach
US States: CA
Zip: 90802
Brief summary of my experience with coordinated talking only:
I am currently being stalked 24/7 365 days. There are 20-30 vehicles daily that follow me when I make my rounds
for work. They swerve at me acting as if they are going to hit me with their vehicle. They also slam on their brakes in
hopes that I rear end them and cause a major accident on the freeway. It doesn’t matter where I go whether its a
hotel, a family or friend’s house, they follow me and they’ll be there before I get there to harass me.
They hack my phone lines and all my social media and emails. I am not involved in any criminal acts but I am a
small business owner and have worked so hard to build my business to a lucrative business that takes care of my
family and I. They have hurt my business tremendously so that my overall numbers have declined more than 60%
due to them calling all my customers to lie to them about me in hopes of sabotaging me.
COMPANY NAME- THE HOT MOP SPECIALIST’S PHONE-(866) 242-1085 WWW.HOTMOPSHOWERPAN.COM.
They harass me all night, every night to keep me from sleeping for sleep deprivation. When I'm in the store shopping
for food or what not, they will bombard me and try to intimidate me in hopes of making me feel claustrophobic and
scared. I have been attacked mentally and physically and emotionally. I have in my possession FLY SPY DRONES
that they used to spy on me anytime, anywhere in my home. I live with a girlfriend and her kids and they watch every
intimate moment, taking a shower or using the restroom. And they watch everyone in my household so it’s not just
me. They have ruined the inside of my car by breaking in and hacking it. They hit my drivers side door by side
swiping me. They have ruined 2 computers by wiping them out. And they have stolen another computer along with
3 different cell phones.
My experience if and when I reported the crimes to law enforcement:
Nothing has ever happened when it comes to the stalking part. I've been heckled and laughed at.
I have had 3 incidents in calling the police department and filing a police report::
1- Santa Ana Sheriffs Department (aprox.) June 2018. My home was burglarized and they stole my cable modem
and my DVR because of my cameras around my home. They stole the evidence.
2 - Santa Ana SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT (APROX.) AUGUST OF 2018. My neighbor was cited and not arrested
for throwing a fire extinguisher at my car and damaging it.
3 - Costa Mesa Police Department NOVEMBER OF 2018- Stalkers followed me to Starbucks. As I proceeded to
leave I was followed and one of the Stalkers following me and pulled out a knife. I called 911 and a police report was
made.
On the move:
I am currently in my 4th home due to coordinated stalking, and in between I've stayed with family and they never
skipped a beat. They were even set up at my new location prior to moving in. The cities I've lived and they pursuit
me was Costa Mesa, CA, Tustin, CA, Huntington Beach, CA. Long Beach, CA, Is where I’m living currently.
A brief summary of the resulting affects upon my life of the above 3 items:
I've battled depression, anxiety and loss of a lot of money. I've lost a lot of friends and close relationships due to my
stalkers trashing my name and telling lies and rumors about me. The sabotage of my company and the loss of 60%
of my customers because of the bad mouthing has extremely hurt me financially. I am on guard 24/7, 365 days
because the people are bullies and are unpredictable. I dream of the day of having my life back to normal, but then
again this has forever changed me as a person for the way I portray people and the world.
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Date: 08/17/2019
First Name: Jordan
Last Name: Brown
City: San Jose
US States: CA
Zip: 95111
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes. I have been followed and harassed by people both covertly and overtly. Lots of cars blinding me with flood lights
making it a hazard to drive anywhere at night. Lots of cars waiting outside my house with their hazard lighters on
then they leave simultaneously as I do. You might think maybe it's coincidental, but when it happens every day for
months and months we begin to realize it's not.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Never. They can't help us.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Not yet.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Not since this began.
Resulting effects on your life:
Can be tiring/exhausting to explain the complexity to people.
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Date: 08/18/2019
First Name: Curtis
Last Name: Cox
City: Sacramento
US States: CA
Zip: 95828
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
For the past three years I've continuously been stalked 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This is what the powerful do to
the powerless. In cars, walking, flying, and any and every form of stalking possible I have now encountered. I've
witnessed my stalkers hiding in trees, following me in cars, on foot, on vacations, in public, in church, at my
children's sports events and schools.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
At this time I have not made any police reports about my stalking. I’ve been harassed and physically hurt by police
in their attempt to threaten me about what would happen if I went to the authorities about it. I'm scared to report to
the law what the powerful do to the powerless due to retaliation.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
No I have not moved although over the last 3 years I've watched my neighbors and neighborhood turn against me
and join the powerful in their goal to destroy the powerless with their coordinated stalking.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No. I have not told my testimony to any doctors.
Resulting effects on your life:
Since I have been a victim of organized stalking I've nearly lost my marriage and today it is still being held together
by a string. I've had to endure a horrible smear campaign that is all throughout my community from my home to my
children's school, their sports teams, my job, the stores I shop, on the road & even in the hospitals where I believe my
dad became a fatality due to my stalking. There is no place I can go to get rid of organized stalking. It happens in
every city, every town, every store, every restaurant, gas station, doctor's office, airplane, every freeway, park, beach,
and even at my home. Organized stalking is not prejudiced and does not care when or where you are as it never
stops. I live in fear of my life as well as my entire families lives 24/7.
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Date: 08/18/2019
First Name: Earnest
Last Name: Thompson
City: Oakland
US States: CA
Zip: 94621
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes. I've been a victim of coordinated stalking.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Multiple contacts and complaints with DOJ, FBI, DEA, local law enforcement, Congresswoman Barbara Lee, Devin
Nunes, OPD, EGPD, Alameda Sheriff Dept, Sacramento Sheriff dept., Hayward PD, lawyers, Alameda Superior
Court, San Francisco Appeals Court etc. Continuously stonewalled concerning coordinated stalking and frame-ups.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, I relocated to Elk Grove California where the coordinated stalking ratcheted up. I relocated to Hayward CA
where coordinated stalking and frame-ups increased with attempts to incarcerate me.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
12/31/2017- I experienced heart palpitations and Kaiser Permanent purposely misdiagnosed me with schizophrenia
and delusional. Held for 8 days while my cases were discredited and dismissed.
Resulting effects on your life:
Reputation ruined, family and friends attacked, 24/7 via aerial surveillance, ground surveillance.
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Date: 08/18/2019
First Name: Gustavo
Last Name: Morales
City: Panorama City
US States: CA
Zip: 91402
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Well my experience start around 2017 when they started the stalking and harassment by many different people,
different cars.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I tried to report this crime, but when I tried explaining to the officer, he asked if I have scars he can make the report
on. When I insisted, he recommend I go to the psychologist because he didn't believe what I said. This happened
around August 25, 2017 in San Fernando California.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes. I travelled to Guatemala, and they were there too. I made a police report and I have my family as witnesses.
Because those people attacked my family too, they can explain their experience, too.
After that I travel to Houston, Texas with my family there, and they were attacking there, too.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
When this happened, I was thinking that when I visited the hospital several times, they sent me to the mental health
doctor, and I though that this is exactly what those people want. I didn't go to the mental health doctor. I chose to
travel to Guatemala because I knew that there nothing wrong with me. It's because what they're doing to me.
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Date: 08/19/2019
First Name: Kendra
Last Name: Lock
City: Daly City
US States: CA
Zip: 94014
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
The features that I have noticed most in regard to my organized stalking is as follows:
Large groups of people surrounding me wearing similar outfits in the exact colors I am wearing. I have come to refer
to that as Color Mobbing. Also, I am followed all day long by cars that are the same color as I am wearing. For
example when I leave the house wearing yellow I see a lot of yellow taxis behind, to the side and ahead of me. On
days I wear blue I no longer see any yellow taxis but am followed around by a lot of blue cars.This has been
happening every day.
Another feature of my organized stalking is a huge smear campaign where I have been told that someone heard that
I was a pedophile, others heard that I was the Queen of a Burglary Ring and another person heard I hit someone
with a broom. None of these stories are true - in fact my personality is completely opposite of all of these statements.
I don't have a history of being dangerous, have never been accused of any thing regarding children and have never
hurt anyone in my life. I have no felonies or misdemeanors. My long time friends and many relatives are all under
the impression that I have done something wrong, but they won't tell me the details.
The other feature of my organized stalking is all day coincidences. If I am painting inside my house with green paint
on a canvas I will get a creepy cryptic call from Ace Hardware with a woman blaring into the phone Sale Today at
Ace 50% off on all green paint. So I am under the impression that I am being surveilled inside my own home and
then made to feel unsafe with people calling me to tip me off to what I am doing during the day in the privacy of my
home. So coincidences all day long are actually ways that I am being terrorized. People making contact with me in
strange ways to make me feel as though I am under surveillance.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes. Around 2003 I returned to our home in San Francisco after being out all day and found that my brother-in-law,
Lewis Lock, had broken in. I chased him out the back door to his bottom unit in the same building. When I told him
I was reporting this to police he told me go ahead, see what I do to you next. A threat. I then contacted police and
they would not take my report. I went back to the police department a couple of days later and begged them to take
the report because many other strange things were happening with Lewis Lock. The officer then directed me to
Officer Kelly Dunn for a psyche evaluation. I thought that was strange but did it anyway. After spending several
hours in an interview with Officer Kelly Dunn of SFPD she made up a report stating that she thought I was
suffering from schizophrenia, yet she did not add into the report that my home had been broken into by Lewis Lock
and that he admitted to it. So the report leaves out the name of the person stalking me, and Kelly Dunn goes on to
make me look crazy.
My stalking ramped up from there. Kelly Dunn has a history of making women in San Francisco to look crazy.
Research the case of Christine Harris. This woman sued Officer Kelly Dunn and SFPD due to a situation similar to
mine.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
No. I have heard from other victims that all communities are in on this and that it wouldn't help to move.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
This is a good one! I have 2 therapists that I have been going to for about 7 years. Both of them are willing to testify
that I am NOT suffering from any mental disorder or condition. I show no symptoms of any form of paranoia or
(cont’d)
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delusion. It has been mentioned by a police officer (above) Kelly Dunn that she claims I am paranoid. This is
absolutely false. My brother-in-law was caught in my home and he admitted it and Kelly Dunn still claimed that I
was paranoid.
Resulting effects on your life:
I now have a very hard time leaving the house, I no longer work and I used to be the most outgoing person I knew. I
was very confident, with hundreds, maybe thousands of good friends! I now suffer from agoraphobia. Thanks for
letting me share. Good luck on this effort!
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Date: 08/19/2019
First Name: Diana J.
Last Name: Darling
City: Lakeside
US States: CA
Zip: 92040
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I am 66 years old. It started while working at the Hyatt Lake Tahoe as a casino dealer, and I would later speak with
two other people who had the same experience as me at the same time period in that area. At the time, I was
seriously ill, and something was done to me while I was working a Blackjack game - completely incapacitating so
that I could not run my game and probably done to scare me into leaving my job. Since then I have lived with 24/7
complete life interference. And if one has not experienced this atrocity, one would likely never believe it. I don’t
generally share this problem with anyone except other people experiencing the same atrocities.
I have also experienced strange behavior from suspect neighbors and from persons unknown to me while shopping
or going about my daily business in my smallish town, at medical appointments and cancer treatments. I have heard
the suspect neighbors telling their children not to feel sorry for me, as if I am an aberration. This is hate being taught
to children.
I have heard of myself referred to as a child molester, animal, elderly abuser, thief, liar, and a drunk. This sort of talk
keeps people from wanting to know me, and certainly helps clear the way for unadulterated harassment. And yet, I
have needed to work and support myself. I was often made aware that calls were made to different employers, and
work life then became unstable and unsafe. With each new employer it would begin again: jokes made about me as
I tried to work. At one point I walked into County Mental Health just to check myself. I was quickly deemed clear
thinking, well spoken, nicely dressed, obviously in charge of myself - not exhibiting any signs of mental illness.
So life is more than difficult. Knowing that I am under 24/7 surveillance, that neighbors and strangers may be
involved is more than a little daunting. Every day is a battle to keep going. All exhausting and never ending. A few
years ago I was diagnosed with Chronic Leukemia. Nothing like it ever in my family before.
None of this is normal or okay. This is an unseen crime that it seems anyone with enough funds can pursue, and it
should not be allowed to happen to any citizens or anyone anywhere. I have read that we are up against a 4 billion
dollar industry that pays work places and regular people to spy on and harass others, to break into homes, damage
vehicles, possessions and animals. I sometimes experience suspected perpetrators behaving with an uncanny thrill of
bloodlust, as if they are on their first kill, and thrilled by it, no worries about being caught or taken away to jail, and
they will say so - “She can’t prove it”. So scary!
Please, please, please enact legislation that would prohibit organized stalking, enact serious penalties and protect
victims. Otherwise, our wonderful state, our wonderful country are in for a bad time. People are suffering and
dying. Lives are being destroyed. This is passive killing - and I have heard it called that by people harassing me. This
is organized crime. Legislation to protect citizens, property and pets is needed now. Thank you for your time.
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Date: August 16th, 2019
Your Full Name: Jhon Jairo Ferguson
City: Barstow
Zip Code: 92311
Please write a brief summary of your experience with coordinated stalking only:
My experience with coordinated stalking is that our family are the victims of organized stalking. Whenever we leave
our house, there is a white car waiting in the street, and someone usually gets out of it. They stare at us, and when
we leave, they go to the apartment of a person we know is the main stalker. Several cars follow us everywhere. When
we go to the store, the stalkers know someone at the store and they are in on the stalking.
When I went to school, there is always someone stalking me with a group of people. This is an everyday encounter
where we have no privacy and no sense of sanity. The window to my car has been broken, and our tires have been
slashed. No one seems to know what is going on.
We are constantly being victimized, and there is no way to stop it. My father and I manage an apartment complex
and every time we let someone in the building, they victimize me and my father. We have told the police, but the
police will not do anything about it. We have seen them help the very people who are stalking us. There is no end to
this nightmare.
Please describe your experience if/when you reported the crimes to law enforcement.
We tried to contact the police, but the police will not do anything about it. They have not taken any reports. They
have refused. When we contacted the FBI office in Los Angeles, they would not even listen.
Please describe your experience of being misdiagnosed by mental health professionals if applicable.
Not Applicable
Please tell us if you moved due to the stalking:
We have moved out of our apartment because we were constantly stalked. We have not found any peace because we
could not afford to move very far.
Please briefly describe the resulting effects upon your life:
We still haven't found any peace whatsoever. We are still being stalked. We have decided that we would not call the
police again because they are not willing to help us. We have no way of protecting ourselves from being stalked. It is
still happening.
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Date: August 16th, 2019
Your Full Name: Richard Proctor
City: Barstow
Zip Code: 92311
(Note: Richard Proctor is the father of Jhon Jairo Ferguson)
Please write a brief summary of your experience with coordinated stalking only:
Whenever my son and I leave our house, there is a white car waiting in the street, and someone usually gets out of it.
They stare at us, and when we leave, they go to the apartment of the person who we know is the main stalker. Then
a few cars start to follow us everywhere. When we go to the store, the stalkers know someone at the store and they
are in on the stalking.
We are constantly being victimized, and there is no way to stop it. My son and I manage an apartment complex and
every time we let someone in the building, they victimize me and my father. We have told the police, but the police
will not do anything about it. We have seen them help the very people who are stalking us. There is no end to this
nightmare.
Please describe your experience if/when you reported the crimes to law enforcement.
We tried to contact the police, but the police will not do anything about it. They have not taken any reports. They
have refused. When we contacted the FBI office in Los Angeles, they would not even listen.
Please describe your experience of being misdiagnosed by mental health professionals if applicable.
Not Applicable
Please tell us if you moved due to the stalking:
We have moved out of our apartment because we were constantly stalked. We have not found any peace, because we
could not afford to move that far.
Please briefly describe the resulting effects upon your life:
We still haven't found any peace whatsoever. We are still being stalked. We have decided that we would not call the
police again because they are not willing to help us. We have no way of protecting ourselves from being stalked. It is
still happening.
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Date: 08/20/2019
First Name: Kamran
Last Name: Yazdian
City: North Miami
US States: FL
Zip: 33161
(Note: we are including out 0of state testimonies if person was a former California resident and experienced coordinated stalking while in
California)
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes, called the Irvine, CA Police Department & visited the FBI's Miami office.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes
Resulting effects on your life:
Disabled and homebound.
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Date: 08/20/2019
First Name: Sheila
Last Name: Lozano
City: Phelan
US States: CA
Zip: 92371
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I'm followed every time I leave my house. I have no privacy anymore. They throw stuff at me while I'm driving, and
if I drive at night, they put high beams on me, so I try not to drive at night. They stole stuff from my house and
damaged my car. The worst thing so far is they stole two of my dogs and I believe they murdered them. That's just a
small part of what they have done. It never stops.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes. I contacted Phelan Sheriff's Department back when I didn't even know the term coordinated stalking, but
nothing became of it. They wanted to know who the perpetrators were, and I told them I didn't know.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
No, but I changed jobs thinking it would stop, instead it got worse.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No
Resulting effects on your life:
I'm stressed out all the time and it's affected my marriage. It's hard for me to do my job and I'm worried as soon as I
leave my house because I think that am I going to be killed. I don't go anywhere when I'm home. I can't tell my
family, only my husband sees what's happening.
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Date: 08/20/2019
First Name: Kevin
Last Name: Ceja
City: Huntington Park
US States: CA
Zip: 90255
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I've experienced many different forms of discreet harassment by total strangers. Cars that are parked on my street
make high pitched sounds and helicopters show up anywhere I go. White unmarked cars follow me, and literally
drive me crazy with obnoxious noise in the middle of the night, for no apparent reason.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
No.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
No
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No
Resulting effects on your life:
Anxiety and non stop paranoia and a feeling of imprisonment
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Date: 08/19/2019
First Name: Jordan
Last Name: Gerler
City: L.A.
US States: CA
Zip: 90026
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes. Especially in grocery stores, parking lots, bus stops, and any public place.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes. I filed a complaint with the Westwood FBI office. At the time, I thought the stalking was organized by the
Church of Scientology.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
No.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No. I have never been diagnosed with a mental disorder.
Resulting effects on your life:
Feeling prevented from having serious relationships with others, being black-listed and completely shut out of having
any of social life.
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Date: 08/29/2019
First Name: Heather
Last Name: Johnston
City: San Diego
US States: CA
Zip: 92101
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I endure stalking by mall security guards, San Diego Metro Transit guards, security guards in my residential building,
and even bank security guards. The guard stalking includes following me, intercepting my path with pinpoint
precision, menacing glowers, loitering by my front door to take a photo of me as I enter my residence, verbal abuse (I
recorded a 9 minute video tirade by an MTS Officer). I endure coordinated vehicle stalking and mobbing.
I tend to park with no spaces on either side. When I return, there is typically someone in a car next to me, engine
running, or someone with engine running in front of me, headlights shining at me. My movements inside my home
are mimicked on the street. I have found a single white Kleenex on my desk, side of bathtub, in my car, and along
the path where I walk my dog.
I experience car’s engines turning over by the dozen when I walk through a parking lot. I experience mobbing when
I shop at the grocery store, Office Depot, Home Depot, and CVS. I have no privacy. My phone conversations,
medical history, conversations with attorneys, are repeated in a scripted manner by strangers in public, wh
intentionally place themselves near me. I experience daily home invasions that involve moving personal items/
furnishings, damaging walls, moving food in the fridge, etc. My car has been vandalized, cell phones have
disappeared and sometime re-appeared. My phone, security, and computers are hacked.
Recently, I visited the ER as an outpatient for several days, and was shocked to experience stalking and harassment
in the ER parking lot by three nurses and by another patient whose room I shared while waiting for treatment. The
man claimed to have a hurt foot, but participated in the predictable scripted conversations that I experience in public
by strangers. His foot had a healthy color, neither swollen nor mis-shaped.
I experience men yelling "fuuuuuck" angrily into my open car window so much that I keep my windows up when
driving near pedestrian areas. I repeatedly have men running towards me (not athletes) when walking by myself at
night; sometimes with something like a camera; once with an 6' tree branch. There is always someone waiting for me
in the still of the night, just to let me know I am not alone.
I had my front door re-keyed twice within the last 8 days. It does no good. My vehicle was moved in a parking garage
to a spot I did not park it in. I experience regular stealth entry into my home. These are expert criminals.
I experience doppelgangers of people I have known or know now in my life. The amount of effort to research and
accomplish this astounds me. If it is someone I knew 30 years ago, they appear as they looked then, dressed in
clothing, jewelry, hairstyle even shoes as I knew them. Face, body type. A doppelganger of my own mother, who
passed 10 years ago, appeared recently at the grocery store. The resemblance was striking. At Seaport Village, a
group of five black men jumped out of a car, dressed in red and loudly shouted at me that I am a racist. Then a
woman wearing a burka walked by and said, “yes she is a racist”. A man glided by on an electric scooter chiming in
“yes, she is a racist”, and called me a bitch. A mob gathered around me, yelling and filming me. The intent of that
abusive stalking/confrontation was to invoke fear.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I have reported multiple break-ins, property disturbances that were coordinated, incidents where men ran up close to
me with a black photo-lens camera (I now see men downtown all the time with those cameras around their neck,
acting like they are taking photos of something right in back of me), a front door jam that was repeatedly busted.
The result is that I could not report anything stolen; there was no sign of a forced entry that the police could verify
(cont’d)
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(door jam just looked busted to them); and police would ask, “Who would want to do this to you? This is such a safe
building/front door. How do you think they are getting in?” I have no answer, other than it must be someone in the
building.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Not yet
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
A neurologist that I visited for something else, and before I fully understood I am a victim of coordinated stalking,
was edgy towards me while asking me intake questions. He wanted to prescribe me antidepressant medication. I did
not want to accept a prescription from a neurologist after meeting with him for only 20 minutes.
Resulting effects on your life:
This has been a devastating experience. The slander, stalking, home invasions, mobbing, is debilitating. I am
disorganized, experience extreme exhaustion, and my attention span is reduced. It has brought financial and career
devastation. I have become socially isolated. My civil rights are violated daily.
I know what normal is. This is not normal. I am in my fifties, a single straight woman with no partner and no
children. I don't know how much longer I can survive and function living like this. I feel that I must fight not only to
regain control in my own life, but to fight for the rights of other victims.
I now facilitate support groups in several cities and several states: Hawaii, California, Oregon, Nevada, Arizona,
Florida, New York, Ohio and several more. This is a volunteer effort. I have begun to speak out at City Council
meetings, educating them about the organized harassment. This is not something I relish doing. I am a shy and
private person. But this is my Civic Duty.
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Date: 08/28/2019
First Name: Thaimy
Last Name: Trinh
City: Sacramento
US States: CA
Zip Code: 95818
Please write a brief summary of your experience with coordinated stalking only:
I have been a victim of coordinated stalking for a while now. My experience first started about a year after I moved
into my new neighborhood. I started noticing that when I leave my driveway someone would leave at the exact same
time as me. I thought it was just a coincidence until it started happening more and more often. That was my first
experience. Then I started noticing that I was being followed to and from work by complete strangers that were
unknown to me. Next, road bullying began to occur. Every time I reached a corner block, a car would be waiting for
me at that same exact moment. This happened more and more often and at various times in the morning such as
5:30am or 6:00am. That was my second experience.
My third experience then started with noise campaigns while I was at home. Car alarms being set off at random by
my neighbor and followed by other neighbors. The noise campaigns would occur in the morning, various times in
the afternoon and at night. Neighbors with motorcycles would also turn on their engines and rev their engines,
which could then be heard by anyone within 2 blocks of my home. The noise was so loud that it would draw your
attention to the origins of where it was coming from outside.
Please describe your experience if/when you reported the crimes to law enforcement:
I tried to file multiple police reports about the noise campaigns and coordinated stalking with the police in Elk
Grove, Sacramento County and West Sacramento County; all police representatives said they could do nothing
about it since there was no single perpetrator or restraining order in place. This is where a loophole in the law exists
and our complaints are unjustifiably ignored. Coordinated stalking is an instance of bullying, however, it is not
investigated by the police. I called and met with many officers, but they all said they can’t investigate these crimes
since more than one person was involved.
Police also questioned if I could be delusional, questioning my statements about the coordinated stalking, such as
why would someone want to stalk me. I said because they have the power to do it.
Please describe your experience of being misdiagnosed by mental health professionals if applicable.
I have been questioned by police regarding my mental state. For example, being delusional, paranoid or other, and
my response every time was “NO WAY.”
Please tell us if you moved due to the stalking:
Yes, I have twice.
Please briefly describe the resulting effects upon your life:
It has put tremendous strain on my relationships with others because mentioning coordinated stalking with others
labels me as paranoid or delusional. I am slandered to new friends and neighbors who then turn against me, down
the road. It is very hard to build new friendships or go any places without the thought of being followed. My
freedom has been taken from me and I often feel isolated.
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Date: 08/29/2019
First Name: Jacqueline
Last Name: Cooper
City:
Desert Hot Springs
US States: CA
Zip: 92240
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
The organized stalkers would drive behind me or by the side of my car. They come to where ever I am and stare at
me, try to take money from me and no one is ever helpful, only hurtful.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I reported to the Los Angeles police, but don't remember the name of the station. The sargeant listened to me, then
gave me pamphlets for homeless shelters. That happened on Father's Day 2016.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
N/A
Resulting effects on your life:
I have been very ill and isolated from family and friends because of harassment. I am also treated badly in the
community.
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Date: 08/27/2019
First Name: Nancy
Last Name: Gardner Sams
City: Sacramento
US States: CA
Zip: 95834
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I’m a victim of organized harassment, 24/7 surveillance, and community based stalking and noise campaigns. My
neighbors are involved. This is unconstitutional and unfair. Sacramento Sheriff told me this would happen. We
moved and it still happens at the new house. The torture has been going on for 3 years. Please put a stop to it.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes, I reported it to the Sheriffs and local law enforcement.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes. We moved and it still happens at the new house.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No.
Resulting effects on your life:
I've been stalked and harassed for 3 years. It began after a dispute with the neighbors. We moved, but the organized
stalking followed us to our new location.
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Date: 08/26/2019
First Name: Jacqueline
Last Name: Jones
City: Lakewood
US States: CA
Zip: 90712
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I experience coordinated stalking every day. There is never a day that I don't have to face the cruelty of a member of
these criminal organizations. Not only do I have to experience it, but my daughter also experiences it at her school
with the students, as well as her teachers.
Some of what I have experienced is: street harassment, slander, entering your home when you are away, destroying
your electronics, etc.
My Daughter has been harassed by students and the teachers at her school. She has been given lower grades than
she deserved. I feel this has been so detrimental to her. She has cried many days because of how she was treated at
school.
This type of behavior has no place in a civilized society. We are not building up our country, but will tear it down if
this continues.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
When this first started, I reported it to the law enforcement, but they never did anything, and most times they would
not even write a report, so I stopped calling them.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
I have moved, but not necessarily because of the stalking. Each time I moved, the stalking would follow me.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
When I went through my divorce, my ex-husband and I went through some evaluations, and some of what appeared
in the report was not true. I felt the entire divorce was manipulated.
Resulting effects on your life:
The resulting effects on my life are that I was laid off from my job because of the stalking. I was an engineer and
worked for Boeing for 18 years, and have never been able to find a professional job again. Stalking has caused me to
lose everything including two businesses that I started. The stalking has affected every thing in my life. There is no
end to the lies that are told about me. They even go to my church and tell the church members lies.
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Date: 08/24/2019
First Name: Faafeta
Last Name: Teofilo
City: South San Francisco
US States: CA
Zip: 94080
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
My experience with Organized Harassment started with a neighbor across the street named Miss Lou, her son,
Ryan, and his wife Lilly. I believe these are their names. It began after I confronted the old lady about her
accusations towards my other neighbor Shiella.I started noticing a small light (plugged in night light) in her window
and she has these flip down blinds curtains she would adjust and light up different areas. I began noticing a pattern
she would play and that made me have less respect for her and her evil ways. It's not the light itself, it's the fact that
an old lady likes to play games. Many neighbors she talks to started a noise campaign and I began finding a lot of
things missing from my house. I also started getting a lot of harassment at my old job as a City of San Francisco bus
driver. I was told Miss Lou, her son, Ryan and his wife Lilly organized many of these events.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes, I was called crazy.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
No. I'm more worried about what I would do to them. I know how evil works and I'm doing the best I can to stay in
my spiritual sector, though sometimes that is hard, and being there for my family. I quit almost all of my bad habits,
except cigarettes, but I'm currently working on it.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes. I was diagnosed with depression.
Resulting effects on your life:
Everyone screws up and tries to pick themselves up and do better! Why should they be deemed blacklisted by the
POWERFUL who conduct themselves not just in the same, but even worse manner.
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Date: 8/22/19
Your Full Name: Mary Susan Baker aka (Susie)
City: Bakersfield
US States: CA
Zip Code: 93308
Please write a brief summary of your experience with coordinated stalking only:
Currently, I am a victim of a vicious smear campaign. A campaign with malicious intent to hurt me and my family.
People in a position of power apparently can do this to people who are powerless.
At present time, I am stalked and followed by multiple people. I experience daily numerous vehicles following me,
cars swerving, honking, color coordinated vehicles, and cars boxing me in. I continue to encounter electronic hacking
of emails, my passwords being changed, phone communication, texts, pictures, and calls tampered with.
I experience noise harassment at my home. Horns honking, fireworks, loud engines, even sirens while I’m outside or
when our lights go out for the evening. My husband is followed by vehicles daily. My son is also being brutally
stalked. He has been blacklisted and cannot hold a job. He has had to stop his educational pursuits.
I am raising my granddaughter while being followed to parks, swimming, etc. She has been pushed and ignored by
the children of these perpetrators while playing. She is not yet 2 years old! Our vehicles have had windows broken
out, scratches, slashed tires, and multiple nails in the tires.
Please describe your experience if/when you reported the crimes to law enforcement.
8/18/2016 – Kern County Sheriff- Dispatched laughed at amendment to the report of theft.
9/07/2016 – Kern County Sheriff- Officer did not believe me when I reported several cars and
multiple people following me in my neighborhood.
Please describe your experience of being misdiagnosed by mental health professionals if applicable.
Does not apply.
Please tell us if you moved due to the stalking.
We are discussing this topic now.
Please briefly describe the resulting effects upon your life:
I can no longer go for walks or most public places without disruption. More money is needed for repairs to vehicles,
medical bills and technologies to document. This has taken an enormous toll on my health and marriage. I
continuously worry for my family’s safety and our future. I keep my family at a distance for their own safety. I also
worry about the Law Enforcement not helping or taking us seriously.
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Date: 08/29/2019
First Name: Sheryl
Last Name: Lewis
City: Vacaville
US States: CA
Zip: 95687
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes, I have experienced organized stalking. My neighbors have threatened me. I’ve been followed by coordinated
stalkers to stores and doctor's offices. I’ve been harassed, beaten, kidnapped, and held hostage. I feel like I have no
privacy or rights.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I contacted Detective Matt Anderson of the Richmond Police Department. On October 2, 2015 I called the Secret
Service and asked if they where aware of organized stalking, but they said they knew nothing about this crime and
told me to contact the FBI.
When I spoke with the FBI, they informed me there was nothing they could do to help me. I told them I must
protect myself since my life was constantly being threatened, but they just hung up on me.
On October 12, 2015 I called the Contra Costa Sheriff's office to report a vehicle that attempted to run me off the
road. I spoke to officer Ferrario who did not call me back after the initial conversation.
I contacted the sheriff's office again on October 22nd about another incident that occurred in Tara Hills, CA where
I was carjacked and held without my consent for 8 or more hours. During that time, I was being held up with some
girl with a butcher knife. I was later taken back to my car and the guy who drove it tried to run it into a stop sign.
When this happened, 3 Sheriffs witnessed it but did nothing. My car received damage to brakes and fluid leakage.
On March 15, 2015 a police supplemental narrative was filed by officer Cassandra Johnson and another
supplemental report from Justine Takacs and officer Cristopher Fod.
On March 16, 2015 I filed an incident report with the Contra Costa County Detention Facility.
On March 18, 2015 the neighbors who've been stalking me filed a restraining order against me and I received a
disciplinary hearing report while I was in jail. Also, a felony and clerks docket and minutes. I have more times and
dates and can present it all as needed.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, I have moved several times, but they have continued victimizing me.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes, I have. No one would listen to me! I was arrested and placed in a psychiatric ward. I have documented all of
this.
Resulting effects on your life:
I have lost all of my friends, family, my dog, and I've had to spend money on my cat. I received threats and I’m
completely isolated. I have several medical issues and suffer panic attacks and pain all over my body. My teeth are
cracking and falling out, and I need approximately $30, 000 worth of dental work to get it fixed, but since I am
disabled, I can’t afford it. I’m currently seeking MediCal and have a new doctor. My doctor referred me to a social
worker, Rachel, who asked me if I've ever seen a psychologist or counselor after I told her I was a victim of
coordinated stalking, and asked me for names. I asked her if she had any knowledge of organized stalking. She was
clueless. I asked her how does she expect to help me or refer me when she has no interest in acknowledging the
existence of this horrific crime.
Dr. Parker is now trying to treat all my medical issues. It's very difficult for me as I’m under great duress.
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Date: 04/01/2018
First Name: Marni
Last Name: Sheppeard
City: Los Angeles
US States: CA
Zip: 90290
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I began to experience coordinated stalking in California. It has heavily involved the psychopath Michael Rios. I am a
female theoretical physicist. In early 2018 I was working at Quantum Gravity Research in Los Angeles. It was the
only serious job offer I received in the ten years since leaving Oxford University in 2009.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Over the last 6 years I filed many reports with the New Zealand police and other government bodies, including a
report that Michael Rios is a stalker. I am 100% certain he is a psychopath. I am a long term victim. I was written
off as paranoid and was abused by the mental health authorities for many years.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
I moved many times and was homeless for years. I continue to have problems.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I was misdiagnosed as paranoid and psychotic. I was pumped full of Risperidone in 2014 and 2015, was prescribed
Mirtazapine for depression and ordered to take 15mg of Zopiclone every day. I suffer from chronic insomnia. After
two years of talking to psychologists, psychiatrists and nurses, no one has ever considered the possibility that I was
telling the truth about being abused.
The doctors ignored my continuing severe malnutrition, which almost led to my death on a number of occasions. I
absolutely have no doubt it's a coordinated effort.
Resulting effects on your life:
My whole life has basically been stolen from me and I have been forced into homelessness. I am a leading theoretical
physicist who is shunned by other professionals. I'm always living in poverty, with no hope of escape.
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Date: 09/02/2019
First Name: Katrina
Last Name: Tavis
City: Tustin
US States: CA
Zip: 92780
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes. They used the phone to listen to everything and everyone in my life and then used it all against me, even when
things were not true. I called the cops I begged for help. I've experienced street harassment and people screaming at
me. I discovered my house and car unlocked, but nothing removed.
They jammed my Internet and made my GPS take me in circles, resetting itself. They made my phones flicker off
and on. They knew I had seizures and it was dangerous for me. They also turned on the Pandora radio on full blast
at different hours of early morning, startling me awake. My phones have been hacked and infected with viruses and I
was almost run off the road.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes, I have reported it to law enforcement and made numerous calls, but they stopped taking my 911 calls. They
illegally raided my house with false warrants which were not even issued for me. They humiliated and violated me by
making me stand naked in front of them for more than 5 minutes, refusing to let me put my clothes on. These cops
are involved.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, I moved out of state twice, but since they followed me, I decided to come back as it was all the same. I move
almost every year.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes.
Resulting effects on your life:
I now have PTSD and my Chiari's Disease was activated when they attempted to kill me in a car accident on two
occasions, causing me to have seizures. I lost just about everyone in my life. All my friendships have been ruined, as
well as my entire life.
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Date: 09/02/2019
First Name: Tawnie
Last Name: Fibush
City: Concord
US States: CA
Zip: 94520
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I have been stalked with vengeance and have had numerous encounters with individuals following me every time I
leave my home. I am being stalked 24/7.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
When the stalking became obvious, I spoke with an officer by the name of Jamie Cartwright. I met him and officer
Mat at a Chevron gas station. Officer Jamie followed me to my house to write a report and told me that I would be
able to pick up a copy of the report in a few days. It appeared that Jamie Cartwright was completely coherent and
understood the information I provided to him at the time. When I arrived at the police department to get a copy of
the report, I was in disbelief at the single paragraph the officer had filed in the report. He twisted the information he
had taken from me to make it appear as if I were delusional. At that point I realized that this was something much
bigger than just me. The stalking continues to this very day, and although over time I have adapted to living with the
constant stalking, it is difficult to live a normal, happy life with those constantly stalking me in the shadows of my
every footstep.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Since the start of of my organized stalking, I have moved 9 times in an attempt to escape it. I tried moving my things
to storage for several weeks in hopes that I would be able to escape the hands of the organized stalking, but nothing
has ceased.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I have been extremely fortunate to not have been mis-diagnosed by a mental health professional. My father
experienced the same type of stalking in 1989, which led him to commit suicide in April of 1992. He was 33 years
old and I was 16 years old at the time. My father left behind some letters he had written regarding what he was
experiencing during those years of his life. In his letters he described his experience of going to the police to inform
them of what was going on and of constantly being stalked.
It was my father’s letters that saved me from the experience of being misdiagnosed. I have his original letters in
hand.
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Date: 09/02/2019
First Name: Inthasom
Last Name: Sichanh
City: Santa Ana
US States: CA
Zip: 92706
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes. I feel like a human experiment. They are recording me and I'm under surveillance 24 hrs a day, without a
probable cause.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I'm too afraid to report it.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
I have relocated several times, but the stalking situation follows me everywhere I go.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?:
I was diagnosed with schizophrenia while I don't have any problems with my mind.
Resulting effects on your life:
My life has been destroyed and I'm left being perceived as crazy, while I'm sound and stable. As a result I'm unable to
work or be productive.
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Date: 09/02/2019
First Name: Justin
Last Name: Whitworth
City: Elk Grove
US States: CA
Zip: 95624
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes, I have experienced different people stalking me or waiting for me at places when I arrive there. I know this
because some of these people are not that good at stalking and make it obvious they don't want to be seen. For
example, people I have never met before give me a "tough stare," as if I've done something wrong or hurt someone,
which I have not. Also, complete strangers take a "double take" at their phone and then at me, point at me, and they
do so as I am exiting a building. There are stalkers that appear intimidating, making it obvious they are there to
watch me. Another example is when strangers walk by me and say, "there he is" or "that's him." I have also
overheard people comment on what I have been doing inside my house while I was alone. These people throw what
appear to be signals to each other. These events have not just happened on a few occasions, but multiple times on a
daily basis.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Dates and times will take time to get and can be provided at another time. I have contacted the Elk Grove Police
Department approximately 3 times and the FBI once.The EGPD dismissed my claims of coming home from work
and finding the gas on my stove turned on (I live alone and don't cook).
They tried to derail me and my other claims and suggested I get a psych evaluation. I also filed reports about
incidents of theft and vandalism that have mounted up, but hey have not been investigated.
Police reports are biased and written in the favor of other parties, when I have not been at fault. When I file a report
or defend myself against the organized stalkers and their set-ups, I am treated as the perpetrator by the police, even
though I have been victimized. This has occurred multiple times. I, along with others in CA, were asked to submit
organized stalking statements to the FBI in Southern California, and there was supposed to be an agent assigned to
our cases. I submitted my statement in Northern California and asked them to forward it to the FBI office in
Southern California. I have not heard back.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
I have moved multiple times, including to another state, but the organized stalking proceeded there, and resumed
when I moved back to California.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes I was diagnosed with anxiety and depression. I believed them for the first few years, but when I stopped taking
the prescribed medication, I realized that I do not need it. I do not have depression or anxiety, nor am I mentally ill.
I am just dealing with the harassment from organized stalkers who use plausible deniability to get away with the
crimes they are committing everyday against innocent men, women and children.
Resulting effects on your life:
I feel there is no privacy in my life. My phone calls are monitored and my computer is hacked. I do not receive some
emails, text messages or calls. Judging by the way my co-workers and others act or things they say, I know there is a
smear campaign that goes on behind my back. I have heard their comments and am isolated from all new
relationships and old friends. I believe the organized stalkers got to my wife and caused the destruction of my family,
including a divorce, which has affected my 2 little girls. I have to constantly repair or purchase items for my
vandalized car, house, work van and equipment. The vandalism occurs at a very abnormally frequent rate. My car
and house get broken into at will even with alarms on. There is so much more. I don't have anyone to turn to for
help. Thank you for your time.
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Date: 09/02/2019
First Name: Jesus
Last Name: Milla
City: Walnut Creek
US States: CA
Zip: 94596
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I experience organized stalking at my place of employment, around my residence, in shopping centers, grocery
stores, restaurants, hospitals, and the church parking lots. Multiple vehicles parked near my car have their lights on
or blinking. There are times when I hear knocking sounds coming from the wall of my next door neighbor or the
ceiling from the neighbor upstairs in my apartment building. I have to be cautious who to allow to make repairs to
my vehicle because the last time repairs were made to my radiator hose, it came loose after a couple of days. I have
been tailgated on the road and mobbed at my workplace. I've also experienced street harassment and color
coordinated mobbing by organized stalkers.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Yes, I twice have reported my experience to the Walnut Creek Police Department, once in person and then on the
phone. Both times my complaint was ignored and no report filed. I recorded the times and dates I tried to file the
reports, but due to frustration, I must have misplaced them.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, we moved from Bay Point, CA to Walnut Creek, CA. We thought things would be different because of a better
neighborhood, but the harassment and stalking continues there, too
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
They did not prescribe me any medication, but thought I was delusional.
Resulting effects on your life:
The stress I experience has immensely affected my career, family and life, overall. I lost my previous job because of
organized stalking and harassment. I am lucky to have a job at the present moment and I will try to hang on as long
as I can!
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Date: 09/03/2019
First Name: Anthony
Last Name: Jewett
City: Oakland
US States: CA
Zip: 94608
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes. I have been stalked since 2016 by a group of 10 people whom I knew through college networks before the
stalking began. This small group, the Wondaland Arts Society, is cultish and zealous in its orientation. The group has
eight members and two benefactors that are parents to three of the group members.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I reported the crime to the Oakland Police Department and filed a motion for protective order with the Alameda
County Court. I also requested legal assistance from the Legal Aid Society at UC Hastings law clinic.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
I was forced to move to Florida because of the stalking. I have family there. It was part of the stalkers' plan to
"control and direct" the course of my personal life and career, in accordance with what they have called their
"prophecy" for my life. In truth, I believe that my move was forced because they wanted to punish me by taking away
my networks, relationships and deep commitment to the state of California and the San Francisco, Bay Area.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
N/A
Resulting effects on your life:
The resulting impact on my life from organized stalking has been simply devastating. I lost my partner of five years,
my job as the Director at a San Francisco based consulting firm and I struggle financially. I became distant or
estranged for some time from many of my closest friends and family members, as well as the most important
networks in my personal and professional life, including my ties to the alumni communities of Morehouse College,
Harvard University, Teach For America, and the Echoing Green Global Public Service Fellowship.
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Date: 09/03/2019
First Name: Michele
Last Name: Richiuso
City: Campbell
US States: CA
Zip: 95008
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes, I have been stalked, verbally assaulted and harassed by co-worker and neighbors. I was placed under
surveillance and watched. My health and well-being is affected and daily life is constantly interrupted. I have had
money stolen from my accounts. The harassers use numbers, colors and audio to confuse and abuse the mind and
soul. They are at every location I visit, especially if I plan going there in advance. They use scare tactics to keep me
in fear of my life 24/7.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
No.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes. I cannot even count how many times I've moved, but they use illegal surveillance wherever I go. Currently my
home WiFi indicates a “surveillance van” and “NSA” is in my vicinity. It's either to frighten me or it is real. I am not
a criminal and I am a legal US citizen.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes. They want me to lose all credibility.
Resulting effects on your life:
They do not want me to experience joy in this life. They haven taken away every single one of my rights as a US
citizen and they have stalked and harassed my family as well. I believe they have possibly taken the life of my dog
and my mother. Life liberty and the pursuit of happiness does not exist for me here. I am a victim of a hate crime
that is inhumane and horrendous, and I don’t know what to do except my best, and to have hope each day and faith
that justice will prevail.
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Date: 09/03/2019
First Name: Elisa
Last Name: Huggins
City: Modesto
US States: CA
Zip: 95355
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I have been followed and harassed while driving. I know this has been done in the past and continues to this day. It's
a danger to the community when these people drive erratically in a coordinated effort to distract me while I'm
driving to cause an accident. I have experienced people in cars purposely cutting me off, boxing me in, attempting to
make it look like they want to drive into me and harass me by tailgating. Not only is coordinated stalking dangerous
to the person being stalked, but this is an extremely dangerous activity that harms the community as a whole.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I have not reported the crimes committed against me to the local police department out of fear, as I am constantly
threatened. I have contacted the FBI in an attempt to try to get help. In explaining my experiences, I was practically
laughed at. I was told that a report would be filed and only if it was warranted would they follow up with me. They
did not follow-up with me.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Not as of yet.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
In an effort to get help and assistance from the medical community, which I didn't get, I have been diagnosed with
severe depression and paranoia. This diagnosis is unfounded and incorrect.
Resulting effects on your life:
I can no longer trust anyone. This is no way for anyone to live when you are unable to live your life as you want. I'm
unable to travel to any destination freely, without being followed, harassed or threatened. I am not a movie star nor a
celebrity. I am not anyone (a regular person?) who has purposefully chosen a life away from that kind of attention. I
am a private citizen who just wants to live her life freely, as everyone else in this country, born with rights. These
rights have been stolen from me. I have been living in a prison without walls, where the only way out is to kill
yourself because there is no way to make this stop. They refuse to stop.
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Date: 09/04/2019
First Name: Mia
Last Name: Fitch
City: Redding
US States: CA
Zip: 96002
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
The coordinated stalking started a few months after my mother passed away. My neighbor began appearing at the
mobile home park where we both reside, the clubhouse where we live, the small market outside the premises, and the
Dollar Tree store. Since these are public places it could be explained away as mere coincidence. Then, as I backed
out of my drive-way, I began noticing some of my immediate neighbors backing out of their drive-ways at the same
time. A small caravan of cars would form in front of my vehicle to escort me out of the park. I soon realized that this
is a coordinated effort to make me aware that I am being followed and that the perpetrators are able to communicate
with each other to work as a unit. I notice people and vehicles placed in such locations at the shopping centers and
malls, as to make it difficult for me to maneuver my vehicle upon entering or leaving. I am constantly blocked. Since
my organized stalking started, I may now not always have a caravan of cars escorting me as I leave or enter the park,
however, there is always one or two vehicles. The frequency with which this happens cannot be chalked up as mere
coincidence.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
N/A
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
I originally moved from Hawaii and kept moving because I thought that if I changed locations the problems would
dissipate, but they only escalated with each new residence. I move five times within a five year period.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
N/A
Resulting effects on your life:
There is not a single aspect of my life that I feel free to live, as I'm constantly being attacked and slandered. It has a
way of permeating your whole life.
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Date: 09/04/2019
First Name: Lisa
Last Name: Rocha
City: Lemoore
US States: CA
Zip: 93245
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes. Beginning in Monterey County, to Salinas CA, Kings County, and Lemoore, CA
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Indicted in January of 2000 Northern District Federal Courts, Salinas Police Officers / FBI agents were well aware
of the problem.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, from Salinas CA to Lemoore CA , however, the organized stalking followed me and even more people began to
stalk me.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes, possibly with PTSD or dream disorder, however, my bizarre reporting would prove them wrong.
Resulting effects on your life:
My life became a living nightmare, a battle through hell, and it continues to date.
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Date: 09/05/2019
First Name: Anthony
Last Name: Fierro
City: Los Angeles
US States: CA
Zip: 90057
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
First I'd like to start by stating that this nightmare I am experiencing is against everything good. The coordinated
stalking and harassment is sick and unconditional. I've been dealing with being opted into this crime against my will,
as everyone else has.
All of my phones have been traced and hacked, my accounts monitored and my life ruined due to organized stalking.
There are many people participating against us to break our spirits and relationships.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
No, I have not.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
No, as I do not have the money to move, but I would like to very soon
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No, as I was smart enough to learn from other victims not to share information that would make me look crazy or
speak about this to the wrong people.
Resulting effects on your life:
I cannot live a normal life. Every time I go outside, people know who I am and I'm stalked by my community. I
believe they can get paid to stalk me, which makes it very uncomfortable for me to leave my home and live a normal
life.
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Date: August 27, 2019
Your Full Name: Pattie Pascarella
City: Murrieta
Zip Code: 92563
Please write a brief summary of your experience with coordinated stalking only.
Since 2004, a vindictive former employer has been stalking and tracking me using many electronic stalking tools. I
was never close to the man, and kept my distance while I was his employee because his behavior was off the wall and
I felt an air of contempt and ridicule in his demeanor when we were in the office together. I believe he is stalking me
as a way to inflict emotional damage or perhaps to become adept at new technology as it comes onto the market. I
also believe my former boss has recruited friends or associates to help him at times. lt was a kind of sick
entertainment for them. I think my former employer picked me as target practice. I didn't do anything to him.
A computer repair company owner found a keystroke logger and viruses on my computer. His report stated that
there were hacking programs and my computer was being monitored and controlled remotely. I changed my phone
number three times in a month due to cell phone harassment. A private investigator detected a digital signal at my
home commonly emitted by certain mobile tracking devices. He said that his own cell phone began to exhibit the
same symptoms I had previously reported. It would power on and off and his calls became interrupted. He was
forced to discard that phone.
Please describe your experience if/when you reported the crimes to law enforcement.
I initially reported suspicions of being organized stalked to Murrieta police department in September 2004, but they
didn't believe me. I gave the name, age, address and other information about my suspected stalker to Murrieta police
in a November 2004 report. That cellular phone tapping report was followed by a vandalism report about a month
later in which I also named my former boss as a suspect.
Please describe your experience of being misdiagnosed by mental health professionals if applicable.
I was ordered to undergo a 72-hour mental health observation in January 2005. That was ordered after I fired a gun
into the ceiling. I suspected an intruder when I heard someone walking on the roof. I started seeing a therapist who
was initially skeptical of my claims and said they could be written off as delusional or psychotic. During our first
interview, he also thought I may be bipolar.
Please tell us if you moved due to the stalking.
I moved from Idaho to California to escape organized stalking. In total, I moved nine times in two and a half years.
Please briefly describe the resulting effects upon your life:
I had to stop using nearly 60 cell phones because they were hacked in succession. I also sold or traded several
vehicles because I suspected they were equipped with GPS or listening devices.The harassment and repeated stalking
affected my livelihood, put a serious strain on finances and I ended up selling my house in July 2005, resulting in
losing almost everything I cherished.
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Date: September 8, 2019
First Name: Scott
Last Name: King
City: Lake Shasta
US States: CA
Zip: 96079
In Statement... I Scott King of sound mind do tell the truth. I bear witness to overt and/or covert smear campaigns
and gang stalking programs and street harassment.
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Date: September 10, 2019
First Name: Mahmoudreza
Last Name: Rezvanisarabi
City: Sacramento
US States: CA
Zip:
My name is Mahmoudreza Rezvanisarabi: people call me Josh
One day on my way home I saw I was being been followed. I thought they were some kind of police force. Since I
didn’t have any thing to hide, I thought they would do their investigations and then leave me alone. As time went by I
saw they were not only going away but also their harassment increased. Everywhere I go they follow me and people
then started to treat me differently at work and in my neighborhood, at the stores and in school. I started to isolate
myself by not going anywhere unless I absolutely have to. As a result of the harassment at work, I had to quit my job
and hide at home. That was when things got worse. I was alone and had nobody to turn to for help or support. They
obviously have done serious character assassination, causing me public humiliation.
I have experienced multiple persons stalking me in a coordinated fashion. I didn’t know what to do so I started
hiding behind alcohol (I was terrified). For a little while I thought it had ended. I met a wonderful woman, quit
drinking, got a job and again created a good life for myself. One day they all came back. My beautiful wife noticed
and said she was seeing little guys with black suits like ninjas and were being followed every where. My wife got sick
form the stress of it all. She began to deny knowing what was happening. She was terrified and sick all the time and
in 2017 she had abdominal surgery. Even though it was a simple surgery, it didn’t go well. She got an infection and
did not survive. The paramedic announced the cause of death was high blood pressure and alcohol, and I am still
being followed all the time. I feel like a human guinea pig. Thank You
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Date: 09/08/2019
First Name: Rosa
Last Name: Barrera
City: Bakersfield
US States: CA
Zip: 93304
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
My family and I are suffering from the torture of coordinated stalking and harassment. This is the most criminal act
in the state of California and the United States. My family and I have suffered assaults, property invasion, car
sabotage, verbal attacks, transgressions on my personal life as well as on our social security numbers, bank accounts
and passports. They have distributed my picture, my family’s personal information, my license plate number, and
wired and incapacitated my vehicle. These perpetrators have also posted my personal information on social websites,
hacked and interfered with the use of my cellphone and computer. Participants include my co-workers, neighbors
and other community based stalkers.
Myself and my family’s lives have been disrupted. We are forced to alter our work hours and make repeated doctor
visits, who don’t understand our symptoms. Our communication with friends and loved ones has also been affected.
Everything my family and I do, where we go and who we associate with is monitored by implementing the use of
video cameras, speakers, amplifiers, and other audio equipment.
The stalkers and their associates change their cars on a daily basis. They use electronic equipment that emits flashing
lights and something else that we think are radio waves. They also send signals with high beam lights when I get close
to work or drive home. They’ve been observed communicating with radio transmitters, cellphones and walkie-talkies.
When they use audio equipment to coordinate their harassment, I've overheard them giving instructions to other
stalkers in their group. There have been incidents while I was working alone or overtime when I was surrounded by
10-15 vehicles. As I conclude this plea, Senator, on behalf of my parents, brother and myself, I ask that you please
stop these attacks which cause such severe emotional and physical impairments and suffering. We are asking you to
provide assist in terminating these inhumane practices which affect so many wonderful people.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
On January 24, 2015 I report the sabotage of car. The alarm on my car has been remotely triggered on and off.
Vehicles wring my license plate, and try to enter to my house.
On January 23 and 26 of 2016 I reported this harassment, however nothing was done.
In 2016 I sent a letter to Senator Feinstein
On October 3, 2017 I reported harassment to Sacramento State.
On June 31, 2018 I filed a police report. I have also sent a letter to Senator Clinton in 2018 and the U.S. President in
January 2019.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, but the stalking and harassment have not ceased.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Never. However, my doctor advised me to file a police report.
Resulting effects on your life:
I live in constant state of fear. I never know when and how these people will attack me and my family. My parent are
very ill because of this situation; they have been hospitalized. I fear for my own and my parent's lives. I don't even
have the privacy to speak to friends and family because they listen to all my conversations and have let me know that
they can see everything. I am concerned about our security and freedom.
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Date: 09/08/2019
First Name: Edward
Last Name: Merritt
City: Fullerton
US States: CA
Zip: 92831
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I experience coordinated stalking by multiple strangers 7 days a week, every time I leave my house. It is highly
organized and creates problems for me every day. I drive for a living and the coordinated stalking makes my job
much more difficult than it would normally be. On the road cars drive into my lane in an attempt to cause an
accident. Strangers park their cars in the front and back of my house and down the street, waiting for me to leave my
home. This occurs 7 days a week.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I went to the police station twice, but they wouldn't even file a report and they didn’t seem to care. I also called the
FBI twice. The first time they took a report, but the second time they informed me that they don’t get involved with
these types of complaints.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
I have not moved because of the stalking. It’s highly organized and involves so much manpower that I'm certain it
would just follow me to a new location.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I have never been to a mental hospital or been diagnosed with a mental illness. I haven’t taken medication for mental
illness, depression or an anxiety disorder. Coordinated stalking began when I was in my 50’s. I know myself well and
that my experience is not due to a mental disorder.
Resulting effects on your life:
The highly organized stalking has taken over my entire life. When I visit my 95 year old mother or any other family
member, I am stalked and followed. This type of stalking prevents people from going to work and causes them to
lose jobs. I have met many people in Orange County and L.A County areas who are having this exact same
problem.
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Date: 09/08/2019
First Name: Richard
Last Name: Roberts
City: San Jose
US States: CA
Zip: 95112l
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I've experienced moderate to occasional coordinated stalking by multiple persons for 47 years. All of the following
examples have been and/or are presently being done to me. None are impossible or even difficult to execute (labor
intensive, yes). What’s impossible is to get anyone to believe that any of this is going on. My life has changed
drastically. Up until this started, my life was normal, but this is no longer so.
My life became filled with inexplicable annoyances and a changed, strange demeanor in other people. Blatant or
subtle, these things are noticeable. One does not plan or expect to notice them. If it's there, it's noticed. Since the
same type of events were happening over and over, it became obvious that someone was causing this. Initially, I’d see
a half a dozen people who were often around me, but these days there seems to be an infinite supply of these
strangers stalking me. I've become skilled at picking them out when I'm out and about.
Now my closest neighbors are all involved as well. Everyone experiences annoyances - major and minor ones. There
are a million things that happen and any one of them may occur at any time. But how often does one of these things
occur in a person's life? Once a day? Once a week? Enough to become a major part of one's life? No, but for me it
does. There are millions of ways to annoy someone, and noise is probably the easiest. One’s home is no longer a
refuge. Noise, knocking on the walls, clicks, snaps, etc. that deprive me of sleep. Random neighbors help with the
harassment.
Odors are often used. All manner of usually pleasing or enticing scents are commonly found in peoples’ lives. But
someone manufactures strange, indescribable odors for the purpose of harassment. Lingering or transitory, strong or
subtle, mild or overwhelming, they appear in my apartment or car, on clothing, my body, breath or hair, anywhere at
anytime. These scents don’t dissipate like regular odors/fragrances.
I have long known that there are cameras in my apartment. I can’t find them, but in recent times I’ve had proof of
sorts, but items can be wiped off my hard drive and any other form of proof can be discovered and stolen. Breaking
and entering into my apartment and car occur at will and my phone is tapped and computer hacked. They go
through my garbage, too. There were two periods of time when my cat’s behavior was affected, and then a longer
period of time when I believe my cat was suffering.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
No
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
No
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I saw a psychiatrist to explain and convince her that I was truly being harassed. But she just said that I wasn’t and
that I was a schizophrenic.
Resulting effects on your life:
I have many stress-filled hours, and I just weather it. When the stalking and harassment was dormant everything was
cool, but then when it started up again I attempted suicide. A website explained that pills were good for suicide, but it
is not so. A doctor told me they were more or less “user friendly.” I no longer feel suicidal, it kind of went away. Now
I feel a little like a 3rd party observing what people are doing. My neighbors somehow think they’re doing a good
thing.
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Date: 09/07/2019
First Name: Eduardo
Last Name: Colon
City: Yucca Valley
US States: CA
Zip: 92284
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes, coordinated stalking was the initial harassment I perceived.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
On April 30, 2015 a group of people, including myself, who also victims of coordinated stalking, went to the FBI
headquarters in New York, at 26 Federal Plaza. We filed a report and each got a copy of our individual complaint
relating to coordinated stalking and other harassments. Unfortunately, we did not get a a follow up from the FBI.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, and the crimes are much worse in populated cities. The environment around the person is used to keep them
distracted and in a constant state of anticipation.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I was misdiagnosed with delusional disorder and schizophrenia. I told the therapist the truth, that I am bieing being
stalked and harassed by my family, friends, neighbors, co-workers, and strangers.
Resulting effects on your life:
All the effects and symptoms, psychological and physical, are detrimental to me. I suffer from chronic depression,
compartmentalization, degradation of memory, poor attention and learning skills. I became aware of the
harassments at 18 years old, before my brain even completely developed, and I’ve been held back from leading a
normal life. I was living in an over populated city of 8 million people. I was uneducated, young, stupid, and living in
poverty while being subjected to the worst form of stalking and harassment. I've been deprived of life and liberty
and tortured since my teenage years. I do not know as of yet if I have sustained permanent brain damage from this
horrific experience.
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Date: 09/07/2019
First Name: JeanAnn
Last Name: Hurst
City: Clovis
US States: CA
Zip: 93612
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
After moving to a low income affordable housing apartment complex I immediately became targeted and stalked by
the property management owners WinnResidential. It has been ongoing for years.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
No, because when I attempted to, I was treated as though I was crazy. The San Luis Obispo District Attorney's office
said, “You will never prove that everyone is involved!”
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes. I moved to Clovis, California. I have a great deal of respect for the local Clovis PD.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I was diagnosed with borderline personality disorder and paranoia and put on Respirdol. My son was taken from me
by San Luis Obispo CPS due to my complaints of environmental injuries and ongoing financial crimes.
Resulting effects on your life:
I've been a victim of coordinat stalking and harassment for years and I'm now in my 60s, and there isn’t much left of
my life. My special needs son is also a victim and severely injured, and he will never live a normal life.
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Date: 09/06/2019
First Name: Kayoko
Last Name: Ross Malekadeli
City: Poway
US States: CA
Zip: 92064
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I have been a box-in victim while driving. I am harassed at stores by coordinated stalkers — strangers who I do not
know — crowding, blocking and sometimes even bumping me. I’m also harassed at my child’s school and parks.
Parents and kids use hand signals to notify each other whereI am. Cars park very close to mine not leaving me
enough room, while there are no other cars around and plenty of parking spots.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
No
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, but nothing has changed.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No
Resulting effects on your life:
I have been dealing with coordinated stalking and harassment for years. At first I tried to fix it, but nothing worked,
so I kept silent. I am an average, good person who loves God, and there is no reason for these types of crimes to
happen to anybody, but especially good, God fearing citizens.
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Date: 09/06/2019
First Name: Mohib
Last Name: Jivan
City: Long Beach
US States: CA
Zip: 90815
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
My coordinated stalking started in 2011 in West Hollywood, CA. I was stalked by several neighbors at my apartment
complex at 1050 N. Laurel Avenue, West Hollywood, CA. I lived at that complex for 25 years without any problems
until the last several years when extreme xenophobia and racism started building up. I didn’t associate with the new
neighbors, who gave me bad vibes. Most of them were meth junkies and extreme alcoholics who were deadbeats and
unemployed. This was all later attributed as “Post 9/11 Syndrome" and I, being an Indian-Muslim, became a
perfect victim. Harassment ensued via projected and directed conversations. I complained to the landlord, and what
ensued after that was full-on bullying and even more harassment. They were trying to convince the new neighbors
that I was a terrorist. Those who can’t control you will control the way others see you. They were gaslighting me by
saying that I was crazy and that nothing happened and it was all my imagination, instilling in me self-doubts. They
were experts in pure gaslighting and extreme narcissism. It became so bad, that after 25 years I had to vacate my
residence. I moved a few blocks away, as I wanted to stay in West Hollywood, CA. Several months later, they
restarted the stalking campaign and influenced my neighbors at the new location. They, too, banded together to get
me “out”. What followed was highly organized community stalking, all because I was a person of a certain race who
was standing up to them. I briefly became homeless after that. Since then, I experience coordinated stalking by
strangers everywhere I go. At train stations I am being pushed from the back, hence, street harassment. At the
grocery store my cart was taken away while I was not looking and conveniently placed outside, making it appear that
I was stealing and running away with the goods. The stalkers hang out outside the stores at the malls using their
earphones and cell phones to track my whereabouts. It continues to this day.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?:
Not in so much detail. After I moved from N. Laurel Avenue to N. Hayworth Avenue, I filed two reports of
harassment with the West Hollywood Sheriff when the perpetrators were flashing camera-flashes at my window in
an attempt to intimidate me. The officers came and took down my information, but there was no real follow-up as I
was driven out of there.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
To date, I have moved at least 9 times since 2011. That includes living in motels, with friends and at the community
housing shelters.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I have not been misdiagnosed as of yet, though I have received medication to help me sleep better when I experience
sleep deprivation due to stress. My counselors here are well aware of coordinated stalking and they are believers, but
they still have to treat it as a sleep disorder.
Resulting effects on your life:
I have been on disability for almost 5 years and before that on GR. Additionally, I’m pretty much isolated from
family and friends and I'm unemployed. I have weight loss, sleep deprivation and have lost my hearing.
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Date: 09/05/2019
First Name: Byron
Last Name: Mills II
City: San Francisco
US States: CA
Zip: 94102
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I have been a victim of overt coordinated stalking since the Fall of 2018. This stalking and harassment occurs in my
apartment building, in and around my neighborhood, on public transportation, and at San Francisco State
University where I am in the process of completing a bachelor’s degree in economics.
The ongoing inhumane behavior I am experiencing includes, but is not limited to, the following:
• Slander campaigns
• Illegal Surveillance (Audio and Video)
• Hacking devices (using personal information against victim)
• GPS tracking
• Intercepting communications
• Tailing on foot and in vehicles
• Noise campaigns
• Online harassment
• Road bullying
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?:
I attempted to seek remedy and counsel by reporting the harassment to the Mission police DPT in San Francisco.
While the officers were pleasant there was no attempt made to file a formal report. The experience created a
diminished level of confidence in the police to assist me with this issue. I have not made a second attempt to report
these crimes.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
I attend San Francisco State University full time. I do not have the financial means to move. I also do not believe
moving would stop the harassment. I have had to endure these consistent and ongoing abuses in San Francisco,
surrounding counties and in other states when traveling.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I have not been misdiagnosed by a health professional. I have been offered medication for the anxiety that these
attacks can create, but have chosen not to take such measures.
Resulting effects on your life:
This issue has robbed me of the peaceful enjoyment of my home. The effects have made the task of earning a
college degree exponentially more difficult. Though I choose to be positive and find joy in each day, I would be less
than honest if I did not admit the intense emotional toll that this ongoing experience has exacted on my quality of
life. The mental effort required to study, take a walk, go grocery shopping and the other normal daily tasks in the
midst of the daily barrage of harassment is immense. No one deserves to go through this. We need legislators to
stand with California citizens to stop these crimes. Crimes that are affecting our communities at an ever-increasing
rate. Please help stop the degradation of our state by these abuses.
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Date: 09/05/2019
First Name: Kenneth
Last Name: Dutton
City: Boulder Creek
US States: CA
Zip: 95006
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I experience work mobbing, community whisper campaigns (slander, derision and character assassination), theft,
vandalism, idle threats muttered in various public retail locations, ostracizing by community, family and friends.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
No
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes. I'm presently moving out of state after five generations of family history and 50 years of personal experience in
California.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No
Resulting effects on your life
Isolation, bitterness, anger, volatility, exclusiveness and so on.
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Date: 09/09/2019
First Name: Deborah
Last Name: Mahanger
City: Porter Ranch
US States: CA
Zip:91326
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I've experienced coordinated stalking, that I'm aware of perpetrated by my neighbors and family. I used to assume
everyone, including my family and friends, knew what was happening to me, and I couldn't understand how these
people I knew so well could do this to me, as this experience has been so painful.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?:
No. I once called and left a message, but then for fear that my daughter would be taken away from me if they didn't
believe, I never returned their call.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, I was so hurt initially and wanted to make it stop, so I moved across country to get away from friends and family
who I thought were knowingly participating in the stalking and harassment. Then, feeling isolated around friends
who were participating, I moved again to be closer to my family. But, it doesn’t get any better anywhere I go. I
recently moved again from California to Hawaii because I read the control can be less severe on an island, but it
isn't. It’s all the same harassment and psychological abuse. And it extends to people working for companies where I
apply for jobs. They are manipulated into sabotaging any effort I make to make a living. This has been ongoing for
years, making it impossible for me to financially support myself and my family.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
No, but when I spoke to my daughter’s doctor, I was so upset and distraught that her doctor called social services on
me, but it resulted in the claim having no basis. I also tried to talk to a reverend once. The day I went to speak to the
reverend, she said she had a dead rat under her office, so I got scared taking this as a subliminal threat on my life and
never spoke to her again. The threats are constant as a way to manipulate everything I do or want to do.
Resulting effects on your life:
The effects on my life are living in a constant state of fear and anxiety with all the threats, abusive disruptions to my
life with my daughter, not being able to financially support myself, the pain and agony of my poor innocent child, as
well as the pain and agony of very few people believing me. My own mother calls me delusional. It’s a nightmare
that affects our life and physical and emotional well being.
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Date: 09/09/2019
First Name: Carlin
Last Name: Casey
City: San Diego
US States: CA
Zip: 92116
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
The day I realized and became hyper-aware that something was going on with me, was May 19, 2018, which was
Armed Forces Day. Since that day I have experienced a lot of what I call “street harassment” or just people in public
who I do not know acting much different from what I would call “normal”.
Many times there are white vehicles tailing and following me to certain destinations, waiting outside my place or in
the parking lots of places I go to. I’ve had people pointing their cell phones at me to take videos or pictures. This also
happened at my doctor’s office when one of the nurses came up and took a picture of me. Sometimes people with
professional cameras come up to me and take my photo. Once, everyone inside a beauty store (15 people or more )
were all filming me on their phones, which was the scariest experience ever. Strangers come onto my property and
take pictures of my home. People invade my personal space when I’m in checkout lines or shopping. White vehicles
follow me around town and try to run me off the road to cause an accident, or they chase me to a dead end street
and block me from turning around and escaping.
When I lived at a complex at 4669 Iowa Street, San Diego, CA 92116 from August 2018-July 2019, a bunch of
people there would exit or enter whenever I went outside. When I went on a walk, they all came out of their houses
to intimidate me and prevent me from enjoying myself. Personal items such as clothes, phones and money were
either stolen, moved, planted, or destroyed in my apartment. I found items in the refrigerator, underneath my
kitchen sink and inside a cleaning bucket. My mail began disappearing or it wasn’t delivered at all.
My Facebook, Gmail and others online accounts were hacked, and some I have not been able to recover due to
password changes made by I don’t know who.
Also, my food had been tampered with and I got sick. I also believe that I’ve possibly been drugged because many
times I would feel completely normal and then suddenly become sleepy and pass out or blackout. One such scary
experience occurred when I was woken up in my car by a police officer. I had “fallen asleep” at the wheel with a twoyear old in the car with me, whom I was talking home. I had strapped the baby in his car seat and then myself got in
the driver’s seat.The next thing I knew I was being awakened by two police officers. They harassed me for about 20
minutes, making fun of my appearance and the shoes I was wearing, and then they just left . It was a horrible and
embarrassing experience. I still don't know what happened to me that night, but I do know I was not too tired to
drive, otherwise I would never have attempted to take the kid I was watching home. I would have waited. I would
later meet one of the police officers again when I was falsely arrested. He was the officer waiting to put me in his car.
At that time I had a panic attack and instead was taken to the hospital.
I was later put into jail for two days for an alleged crime completely irrelevant to what I was initially being detained
for, which was related to a domestic violence charge after I had thrown a lotion bottle cap at my partner. But that
occurred after my partner had left the apartment, so I actually never pointed it anywhere near him. The police were
just using anything they could to put me into the system, and unfortunately, I gave them a reason.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I did try to report the internet hacking crimes to the DOJ and FBI in September of 2018, but nothing was ever done
and they didn’t even respond.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, I moved to Tucson, AZ in July of 2019 and this was not by choice. I feel the people in the neighborhood I live
in now are also behaving strange.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I have not gone to see a psychiatrist out of fear of being misdiagnosed. My doctor has prescribed me an
antidepressant, but it didn't work.
Resulting effects on your life:
My life is completely in pieces. I don't have any friends any more, or a car or a job and I don’t receive any help.
Nobody believes me. I am tired and worn out to the point of wanting to die everyday. I have been seriously
considering suicide for the last six months.
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Date: 09/09/2019
First Name: Carlin
Last Name: Casey
City: San Diego
US States: CA
Zip: 92116
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
The day I realized something was going on with me and became hyper aware was May 19, 2018 which was Armed
Forces Day I later realized . Not sure if that has any relevance or not but I thought it was quite ironic. I have
experienced since this day a lot of what I call “street theater” or people just acting much different than what I would
call “normal”. I had white vehicles sometimes tailing me and following me to certain destinations, or waiting outside
my place or waiting in parking lots of destinations I would go to. I had people pointing there cell phones at me and
video or taking pictures of me . This also happened at my doctors office one of the nurses came up and took a pic of
me . Sometimes I had people with professional cameras come up to me and take my photo. I had about everyone
( 15 people or more ) inside a beauty store once all filming me on their phones which was the scariest thing ever .
Strangers would come into my property and take pictures of my home . people would invade my personal space
when in line at checkouts or shopping. White vehicles would chase me around town and try to run me off the road to
get into accidents or they would chase me to a dead end and then block me from turning around to escape. I was
always getting dirty looks and unfriendliness or I would completely be ignored . I had what seemed like a bunch of
the people who lived in my complex at 4669 Iowa st. San Diego , ca 92116 where I lived from Aug 2018-July 2019.
They would do same time exit or entry of when I would go outside. If I would try to go on a walk they would all
come out of their houses to intimidate me from enjoying myself . I was having things inside my apt destroyed or
stolen like clothes , phones or money. Objects were being placed in places I did not put them . Such as the
refrigerator or underneath my kitchen sink inside cleaning buckets buried . My mail started disappearing or just not
be delivered at all. I had my online accounts all hacked like Facebook, gmail, etc. some of which I have not been able
to recover due to password changes done by stalker. Also I have Had my food tampered with so I was sick to the
point of being bed ridden for weeks. And possibly drugged because I have had so many times I would be completely
normal and then all of the sudden I would become so sleepy I would pass out and blackout. One experience that was
very scary was when I was woken up by a police officer in my car when I had “fallen asleep at the wheel” and I had a
2 yr old in the car with me who I was taking home I had strapped the baby in his car seat and got in the drivers seat
and next thing I knew I was being woken up by a police officer 2 actually , and they just harassed me for about 20
mins making fun of my appearance and the shoes I was wearing etc and then they just left . it was horrible I felt so
embarrassed . I still don’t know what happened to me that night but I do know I was not too tired to drive otherwise
I would of never attempted to take the kid I was watching home . I would of waited! That same police officer I
would later meet again in the future when I was falsely arrested he was the officer waiting for me to be put in his car,
which I then had a panic attack from and was instead brought to the hospital but still placed in jail for 2 days and
then released for something completely irrelevant to the “crime” they took me in for which was something about
domestic violence because I had thrown a bottle cap to a lotion at my partner and because I had a taser that I
pressed the button on . But it was after my partner had left the apt already so I never pointed it anywhere near him,
they were just using anything they could to get me put into the system and unfortunately I gave them a reason to.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I did try to report some of the internet hacking crimes to the DOJ and FBI in September 2018 but nothing was ever
done or even responded to by them.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes I moved to Tucson , AZ in July 2019 but this was not by choice and I feel the neighborhood I’m at is also acting
strange.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
I have not actually went through with seeing a Psychiatrist in fear of being mislabeled. I have been given medication
for depression though from doctors. However it never seems to work.
Resulting effects on your life:
My life is completely in pieces . I have zero friends , no job , no car , no help from anyone . No one believes me . I
am tired and worn out to the point of wanting to die everyday. I have been considering suicide seriously now for the
last 6 months.
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Date: 09/10/2019
First Name: Ray
Last Name: Schumann
City: San Francisco
US States: CA
Zip: 94941
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Yes, and initially the stalking began to affect my work until I had to postpone the practice of law to find a solution to
the problem.
Multiple individuals will coordinate a series of stressful situations, for a few examples:
• Delaying work, engaging in false rumor campaigns
• Blocking egress/ingress
• Very loud shouting/noises directed towards me
• Overwhelming odors/stinkbombs
• Out of control children or leashless animals being thrust unto contact or very near contact
• Series of Vehicles consistently honking, tailgating, consistently spotlighting with highbeams
• Vehicular assaults (near contact)
• Orchestrated mobbing, crowding, aggression/foul language & physical assaults and battery
• Calling of police/swatting for very minor offenses (low cargo carrier, window tint)
• Calling of police/swatting on false pretense (weapons call for a wood-axe that laid deep in my trunk merited two
cruisers on a weapons call)
• People around you will loudly repeat your recent internet searches or concerns
• Break-ins, stealing
• Consistent hacking of phone and cameras right before an attack occurs (i.e. phone set to a reboot mode and at the
same time a dash cam would also fail)
• Consistent hacking of computer and phone when using google maps and need a location (i.e. disabling offline
maps on two different phones simultaneously)
• Service denial, degradation, and delay (including eating at restaurants, and shopping for groceries)
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
A few years ago, reported a near vehicular assault (car shadowed me in parking lot and nearly ran over my foot) to
L.A. Area police. When I stated I was subject to stalking he increduously replied to the effect of “come on, are you a
millionaire?” Apparently it’s a crime only when done to rich people.
• A few years before that, I was chased around by several men, at night, probably something like an hour, and over
multiple miles. They aggressed, insulted, blocked me from parking, and made gun firing gestures at me. The LAPD
police refused a report, and blandly stated that there was obviously no “sustained fear” - not a requirement under
the statute.
• A few years before that I was assaulted by a gang of men whose images and license plate were caught on camera.
The LAPD failed to follow up, and let the case drop.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, in fact I used to live near Los Angeles, moved all the way up to the North West Coast of California, and now I
am in San Francisco.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
None, have not sought their aid with this law enforcement issue.
Resulting effects on your life:
Left the practice of law to prevent harm on my clients and firm. Over the years I have spent my savings and time
looking for a solution including looking for a place that didn’t have this practice - but it is clear that it is widespread.
Hits occurred in Canada and throughout California.
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Date: 09/10/2019
First Name: Greg
Last Name: Loebs
City: Fairfield
US States: CA
Zip: 94533
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
I have had endless road bullying and sabotage of my automobiles, stolen automobiles, hacking and stealing of
several of my phones, they steal my keys, belly packs, wallets, they rob my post office box, storages, home, my church
to steal my music equipment and sabotage all means of me being able to support myself, protect myself or defend
myself. They shut off my electricity at the fuse box and pound on the house to harass me and when I am gone they
break in and steal my belongings, especially if it sabotages any means of supporting myself. They have done severe
bank fraud and identity theft, they follow me on foot and steal my backpacks, belly packs, keys and cellphones.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
I have contacted the FBI and local authorities a number of times and they claim to no nothing about coordinated
stalking here in Fairfield, although the FBI scanned me with a wand and said that I have been severely
microchipped.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
I’m not moving, I am concerned about others in my community.
Resulting effects on your life:
My life is being totally destroyed, sabotaged. This force is hell bent on seeing that I die a painfully orchestrated
downward spiral to homelessness and death with no means of recourse or the ability to defend myself, support my
family or help my daughter and grand-daughter. And this is only the tip of the iceberg in the brutality and diabolical
extent of criminal sabotage of human life.
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Date: 09/10/2019
First Name: Carrie
Last Name: Burkart
City: Petaluma
US States: CA
Zip: 94952
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
My landlords, “the David Reese family,” were the first hint, that I had a “covert stalking system” in place in my life,
when I lived in their basement apartment in Petaluma, California. The Reese family went from being covert to
blatant stalkers when they confessed to spying on me in attempts to blackmail me. Shortly after I informed the
Housing Authority that they had not disclosed the health risks of mice living in the walls of my apartment.
On February 1st, 2018, Dave Reese and his daughter Rosie Reese confessed to my face of illegally spying and
investigating me, without my knowledge or consent. Rosie rationalized her family’s undisclosed crime — that aimed
at taking advantage of a sickly tenant (such as me) — and thought nothing of exposing me to mice toxins, all the
while taking advantage of Section 8 and myself, to pay their reduced monthly mortgage payment of $600. Rosie
explained that they didn’t feel bad not telling me what poisonous toxins and mice contaminations I would be exposed
to,because with my tumor present they figured I would die young anyway.
Rosie confessed to the fact that she and her fiancé, (along with the whole family), had been listening to my cell phone
conversations, reading my text messages, and emails, along with my private documents inside my laptop computer.
She proudly announced to me that she had spent the last six months in full time study of my life. Rosie began to give
me vivid details to prove that she had examined every detail of my life. She twisted my life events like a self
proclaimed judge, jury and prosecutor to frame me for crimes that were preposterous. For example, she claimed I
was a murderer because I had undergone a few abortions. In actuality I had to have abortions to save my own life
because my disability didn’t allow my body to carry a child. Rosie, additionally mentioned details that could have
only been obtained by reading them from my computer. She confessed that they had watched me use the toilet and
shower while naked with a camera they had installed in a new fan system in 2017.
During these years my art studio landlord in Petaluma, Ms. Freddy Rohlin, had also been involved with my character
defamation. Freddy also stole a prized bronze sculpture I had painfully created, worth anywhere from $8,000$30,000. I suspect she was put up to this crime in order to further destroy me financially and send me into utter
depression as a result of losing such an amazing lifetime achievement. Officer Marcus Holmes told me she stole and
sold my life size bronze sculpture without my permission. Freddy lied to my face, when I asked where it went, and
without remorse told me that she had given it away to a metal collector!
Due, to “the David Reese family’s,” blatant stalking and intensified harassment, including death threats, I was forced
to move from their rental unit after the Sonoma fires. Between February 26 and March 12th of 2018, I underwent
two frantic and traumatic trips to pack and move from Petaluma, California to Reno, Nevada, where my sister lives.
Although I had made several attempts at finding another rental in the Petaluma area, my landlords, (who stalked my
computer and phone) went to my potential future landlords and told them lies about my character, so even landlords
that liked me upon meeting me changed their mind of renting to me.
Thinking I had found a place of refuge in Reno was a a mistake. My sister Joanne gave me only one place to sleep,
and that was along side her 11 year old son on an adjacent mattress on the floor. I was very uncomfortable and
confused by these sleeping arrangements. Soon it became clear that her motive was to frame me for pedophile
behavior. One night after I had given Joaquin a head massage to help him calm down and sleep, she came flying into
the room and accused me of making sexual moves on him.
Additionally, Joanne’s son Christian Haze, age 23, was given a role in my harassment, both on a physical and
emotional level, by inflicting violence. On the day we unloaded my stuff into my Reno storage unit he laughingly
smashed and threw my fragile things, while yelling and mocking me. His mission wasn’t complete until he stole both
my full prescriptions of Norco and Soma. Christian finished the day by throwing a violent fit and flung my furniture
broken onto my sister’s lawn.
My life in Reno, Nevada, continued with more of the same, except that I was alone and susceptible to new
harassments including: pranks with private inspectors, apartment managers, apartment inspectors, tenant spies, excops, doctor informants, PT therapist spies, and street harassment, staged by unknown strangers dropping clues of
both the covert and blatant harassment at the David Reese family rental unit in Petaluma, California.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
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February 13, 2018: I dialed 911. Officer John, came to my door and documented with his video recorder my story
with the Reese family and their blatant harassment and illegal surveillance. While the officer was present, my phone
charged like normal, but the minute he left, the charge stopped. Within a short while, I had no phone to
communicate to any one of the dangers I was in at the Reese apartment. I also had been struggling to repair my car,
later learning that my landlords had cut a distributor wire.
I walked a half mile to the Petaluma Police Department to make a second report on the same day. I was made to sit
for two hours, until Officer Marcus Holmes from Santa Rosa Sheriffs office came to talk to me. At first, he listened to
my landlord’s harassment story with belief, but within 5 minutes, he began to accuse me of mental illness and having
a vivid imagination.
Officer Holmes, visited the Reese family for a short while, and then spent the next two hours talking to me. The first
hour he spent denying that my landlords were involved with any crimes, then changed his tune the second hour,
confirming to me what tricks my landlords had been up to for years. He confessed that they had installed advanced
spyware in my apartment, breaking and entering all summer long, snooping through my stuff. He told me they had
installed spyware devises in my computers, in my fire alarms, in my bathroom fan, and made videos of me
undressing and having sex with my boyfriend.
He informed me that my life in Sonoma County was over after 55 years of being a native. He suggested that I moved
to Reno for safety reasons, and that if I tried to get Officer John to testify for me in court, that he would make sure I
ended up in jail.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes, I not only moved, but also had to move to another state and city Reno, NV, away from all my friends and my
established community.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
In California, I was a medically challenged patient dealing with a tumor in addition to joint pain, but had no record
of addiction or mental illness. However, when I sought medical help at the ER in Reno after my Norco disappeared,
the perpetrators urged my doctors to deem me a drug addict due to my withdrawal from opiates. These accusations,
caused false assumptions, that I had a mental disorder. That was a misdiagnoses of my PTSD symptoms.
Without my knowledge the Reno ER doctor prescribed me an anti-depressant drug while I was withdrawing from
Norco. These drugs felt addictive and disruptive to my nervous system. I quit the drug after a week. In the following
months I continued to suffer from PTSD and my Reno doctors continued to read my symptoms as depression and
anxiety, inferring mental instability. My anxiety ended the day I hired a California lawyer for the life altering
damages caused by “The David Reese family”.
Resulting effects on your life:
I find myself alone in one of the most isolated living conditions I have ever known. I live in a HUD funded senior
apartment complex in downtown Reno, with people that are 10-20 years older than myself. The environment is the
complete opposite of the Northern California community I have known for 55 years. This city has put a damper on
my generally optimistic attitude. I have difficulty finding new friends, in addition to the blatant covert harassment
with people who do not respect the law.
My health has declined due to new tumor growth caused by excessive walking and stress. For the first time in my life,
I have 75 percent foot paralysis. This has decreased my ability to get out and engage in life.
As a result, I find myself not only alone to deal with a crippling, life threatening disease, but I also lost my Medical
insurance and have no money to see my specialist at UCSF in California, at $750 a visit. Not only does Reno not
have an oncologist that is familiar with my rare tumor, but the city of Reno, has denied me home care and rides to
see the cancer specialist here, forcing me to take long bus trips and walk an excess of over an hour to see my
oncologist.
Every member of my family, (except my brother), has been threatened or paid off, and have turned against me
withdrawing any help to move me back to California to save my life. I believe that the very fact that I stay positive
and determined to return to California is testament to my stable mental state of mind.
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Date: 09/10/2019
First Name: Linda
Last Name: Munson
City: Atwater
US States: CA
Zip: 95301
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Our neighbors began spying. Strange vehicles park down the street for long periods of time in front of empty lot.
Strangers want to become friends only to turn out as perpetrators gathering intel in order to influence old friends.
Repeated strangers prowling with cellphones at the front door and backyard. Caregivers and medical professionals
harassing us. Grocery store clerks making odd claims and remarks. Computers compromised rendering them
unusable. Family members making odd assertions. Online harassment and sabotage during chat.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
APS was called in Merced County.
FBI contacted from Calaveras County.
APS Mariposa County called.
Reported to Private security guard the parking lot stalking in the heart surgery center Fresno.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
I moved from Merced County to Santa Cruz County.
Then from Santa Cruz County and Monterey County to Merced County.
Family then moved from Merced County to Calaveras County.
Father moved from Mariposa County to Calaveras County with us.
We then moved from Calaveras County to Merced County.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Mother injured repeatedly in care facilities and in nurse and fireman-owned assisted living facility in Tuolumne
County. She experienced severe neglect resulting in near death.
Same professionals relative to her case diagnosed me with anti-social personality disorder.
Resulting effects on your life:
Loss of family, many friends, and proper medical and dental care. Loss of proper home improvement hires who
deliberately undermine and sabotage. Almost complete isolation of 21 years.
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Date: 09/10/2019
First Name: John
Last Name: Christiana
City: Daggett
US States: CA
Zip: 92327
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
The coordinated stalking started on November 21, 2007. I had a BS degree from Cal State Univ. Long Beach, a
fiancée, professional job making $37 an hour, had mountain climbing records, was doing motivational speeches —
and it all ended. It was nuts. My life ended as I knew it. It was upside down. It is overwhelming but with the grace of
God, I survived and have been able to cope with these crimes and abuses. For me, people do not follow me but
rather, they know my whereabouts using mobile devices, no matter how nuts that sounds. The abuses are so awful to
me. It is break-ins to my car, home, planting felony drugs, vandalism, much more.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
Of course, if I called the police for all the stalking and harassment, I might be calling them every day or more. I save
those for civil actions. As far as calling law enforcement, I have called for home burglary, planting drugs twice, car
burglary, vandalism, hit and runs while parked — three times, and assault and battery. I do have all the report
numbers.
On February 14, 2017, I found what appeared to be crystal methamphetamine inside my small studio on a computer
desk. After calling family and friends to validate the incident for self-protection, I called the Laguna Beach police
(Report # E-17006320) and Police Officer Kyle Milot said it could be a felony drug. There are many more police
report numbers I can find upon follow up.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
No, but I have moved to another county and the coordinated stalking continued. In the first 3 weeks, my car was
vandalized. The sheriffs did not take the vandalism seriously. I filed a claim. On October 26, 2017, the Sheriff's
department sent me a letter “Sustaining” my complaint, which means officer misconduct. I went to a county
supervisor meeting and thanked them and said that I will not file a lawsuit. After that, the coordinated stalking
lessened and the fact that I was less in a public area I feel contributed significantly to this.
Have you been mis-diagnosed by mental health professionals?
Yes. Then I discovered from a medical journal there is a medical scan to test and show the difference between
“Normal vs. Schizophrenia Brains” for schizophrenia called a Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scan. So I had a
PET scan performed by Dr. Jeffrey Dobkin, M.D. California License G-73366, Physician and Surgeon, registered
with the State of California and taken at Long Beach PET Imaging Center, now Memorial Care Imaging Center,
prescribed by Long Beach Memorial Care Medical Hospital, Long Beach, California. The finding and opinion was
“Normal” brain of John Thomas Christiana. Report written by Dr. Jeffrey Dobkin, M.D.
This scan and report has been “Granted” into evidence in 2018 after a "Request for Judicial Notice” in Orange
County Superior Court. And in addition, accepted as evidence in small claims court where I initially won a small
claims case for defamation when defendant said I “need help" for discussing the coordinated stalking and related
persecutions.
Resulting effects on your life:
There is no way any person not affected can understand. My life ended as I knew it. I had 20 straight years of
professional management employment consisting of three employers. Now gone. Dating life ended. My 26
motivational talks to charities ended. Everything changes.
When you are subjected to the level of harassment and coordinated stalking that I am, normal life ends. All that
matters is getting your freedom and life back. It has extensively and adversely affected my family and my elderly
mother. My father died. It is an attack on freedom and a strain and drain on society. It encourages crimes and abuse
to the participants and who knows what other crimes to women (most victims are women) and society they will do
next.
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Date: 10/20/2019
First Name: Michael
Last Name: Munson
City: Atwater
US States: CA
Zip: 95301
Have you experienced coordinated stalking?
Neighbors spying and harassment. Private utility company contracted harassment. Unidentified vehicles sitting
outside home. Front and backyard intrusions.
Have you reported coordinated stalking to law enforcement?
No.
Have you moved because of coordinated stalking?
Yes.
From Calaveras County to Merced County.
Resulting effects on your life:
Increased expenses. Stress.
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Date: 09/10/19
First Name: Caitlin
Last Name: Singleton
City: Reno (Former California resident)
Zip Code:
I have been stalked and harassed by multiple persons in an organized fashion. I have been subjected to the following
harassment:
• Stalking and or surveillance by multiple persons, most unknown to me (including some neighbors) on foot or in
vehicles.
• Online bullying by more than one perpetrator.
• Electronic hacking and intercepting of communications.
• Workplace harassment /bullying /sabotage/slander
• Road bullying.
• Noise Campaigns (yelling, taunting outside windows/doors of residence frequently - especially at night)
• Automobile break-ins.
• Loved ones being stalked and harassed.
Please tell us if you moved due to the stalking:
Yes, I have had to move from the SF Bay Area (East Bay - Richmond, Oakland, Berkeley) in CA, to Reno, NV due
to coordinated stalking. At the time that I relocated, I had no idea what coordinated stalking was. I thought, at the
time, that moving was the answer and unfortunately, I eventually started dealing with the exact same tactics in my
new home of Reno, NV. I started to notice that the same things that were happening in CA were happening in NV.
I am still currently being stalked and harassed.
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